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11 declaring it a
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>ail,ful disease, and “r""**
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AND MAINE PALLADIUM,
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING,

> . > so that I was unable ton
0 b'lsiness one third of the ti„
tne tried every thing I ewMla
■s tecotnntended to cure lh,t
n found no relief, and in fact 11
wasatCoi^f'15^' ,nll'<
‘ as at Columbus, M which tteh
end°gf,On
hmM fitlwit
nt °r M,lle adv'sed me Ion
,° ‘'J,'55'5' °-&S.Cr«bJ
_getab e Rheumatic Drops, »li
d applied as directed, and lb«*
relief and I am perfectlycm
s now been more than sis „«,*
Ve ,"ever bad » return of the™
)u?” in the winter of 1832-3
isedadrwe of cattle and hoSsJ
“? .a7’\,ss
Alleghany nwli
•ladelphia market, and was |
ough the tour to cold and rain,
ierfnlly recommend' it to all whoted with the Rheumatisror,
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Advertisement I
' THE ASTHMATIC A CONSÜMR
>HE most prevalent and fatal oil

diseases incident to civiWsi
he Consumption—may generally!
to the least alarming of diM
ht but neglected Cold ! By estiro
ppears that ONe hundred ajw
usand persons die annually of tit
ption. Most of these dreadful
be attributed to common Colds;
igent treatment of the harrassingC
generally ensues, which is usual
d by difficult breathing, pain in th
it last Ulcerated Lungs. Violet
ited Asthmatic attacks also br
umptive symptoms. One of tv
xpended in the purchase of
RELFE’S ASTHMATIC' KI
i liule attention to their timely a
tion, will usually ensure a mitigali
e disorders, and generally effects
! Pills are also an easy and effectual
for the symptoms preceding #
ipanying the Asthma and Coiw;
colds, coughs, difficulty of bra
tness and strictures across the
ezing, pain in the side, spitting of!
Few cases can occur of any
s of disorders, in which the potó
Jr. Relle’s Pills will not find«
i for their trifling expenditure, ft
de boxes, 30 Pills, $1 ; halfdo.il

:tSi

TO THE

tFLadies!

^7 HITE and sound TeeW’
V an ornament and a bfessinf
security for their advantaged
id in the use of the

RITISII ANTISEPTIC DEMf

Phis elegant Tooth Powder,^
> use, eradicates the ScurvyW
prevents the accumulation ^
:h not only blackens, but Jo*
k and accelerates their eetjp
trifice thus removes the prevail^
f offensive breath, preserves the
i and floridness of the gums, anL
teeth beautifully white. W5
None are genuine unless <
outside printed wrapper by^ >
etor.T. Kidder, immediate
he late Dr. W. T. Conway. >

k Counting Room, over
X near Concert Hall,
ijs special appointment, by
I0HH LILLIE, Kennebf

SAMVEL POPE, Kernel
C. LITTLEFIELD,^-

ARIOUS colors of iheabov^1()
the Bookstore of
me 8.
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Office on the Main-Street,--opposite theMeeting-House.
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.

Two dollars per annum, if paid within theyemjij—
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount
■charged for its insertion.
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I“1'0“' »ny new attack n!?
'"'"S11 the boy has been ' *
ed >o damps a^dX1"’"*
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MISCELLANEOUS.

Justice Ellsworth, the President advised
with Mr. Marshall respecting the appoint
ment of his successor, who at once recom
mended Judge Patterson. This was an ap
pointment, which the President was reluc
tant to make, from an unwillingness to
wound the feelings of Judge Cushing, who
was the senior of Mr. Patterson on the bench.
The office was then offered to Mr. Jay, who
declined it, and the President immediately
nominated Mr. Marshall, who on the 31st
day of January, 1801, accordingly became
Chief Justice of the United States.
Boston Daily Advertiser.

The Printers Commandments.— Thou
shalt subscribe for the newspaper printed in
thine own vicinity.
Thou shalt not take a newspaper without
paving the subscription money punctually.
Thou shalt not steal another’s articles,
and publish them as thine own.
Thou shalt not perpetrate maniac prose,
or insane rhyme, and expect thy vile effu
sions to be published as the outpourings of
youthful genius.
Remember the advertisements, and keep
the printer blessed with the fullness thereof.
Thep shalt not borrow thy neighbor’s
newspaper, but go to him that hath . to sell,
and buy for thyself.
Thou shalt not fly into a passion when
thy milk-and-water communication and thy
complication of stolen thoughts are rejected
by the editor.
Hoqor thy contemporaries of the type
and quill and always show a good example
before thy brother’s eyes.
Remember the ladies—and when thou
seest thy brethren taking unto themselves
helpmeets from among the fair daughters of
the land, thou shalt go and do likewise, for
by this means it is that the printer’s sub
scription list increases.
Beware of meddlers and gossips, doublefaced politicians, and sea-serpents and com
mon scolds.—Somebody.

No. 12.
DEFERRED ARTICLES

Mexico.—By the latest accounts from Mex
ico, it appears that the country,is •at this time
tranquil, the revolutionary attempts of Alva
. L"
rez having been terminated
by his surrender
,
U”
ing himself to 1‘
±rrs s7thA :
troops under his command. Gen. St. Anna
made his triumphant entry into the capital, af
ter his victory at Zacatecas, on the 21st ult.
and was to leave two days afterwards for his
country seat, his health being somewhat im
paired by his efforts and fatigue. It is stated
that the plan of Toluca, which recommends
the substitution of a central form of govern
ment for the existing one, meets with gener
al approbation, and that the corporations of
many of the most important cities and towns
have petitioned for the change.

Albert Smith, Esq. one of the Agents ap
pointed by the State to ijsit Canada, has just
returned, and speaks in an encouraging man
ner of the spirit prevailing there in regard to
the proposed Rail Road. He has politely
furnished us with the Quebec Gazette-of the

“•* p—«r »>>■*>-

meeting holden on that day. The Gazette
observes that “ the meeting was very numer
ously attended, and exhibited a spirit which
cannot but result in success. Messrs. Greene
and Smith, the Maine agents, were present,
and in a very appropriate speech the latter
gentleman said he expressed the universal
opinion in Maine, that if the Railway was
practicable, it would be immensely advan
tageous to both Maine and Canada. The
Committee formed meet to-morrow at noon
in the Exchange Building in execution of the
resolves.”—Portland Adv.

JUDGE MARSHALL.
Anticipation of the Mail in Nineteen
Chief Justice Marshall was born in Fautjuier County, in Virginia, on the 24th of Hundred and Thirty-jive, one hundred
hence.—Items of News—The one
September, 17’55. He was the son of Col. years
.
Junction oj the Rhine and the Danube.—
Thomas Marshall, a man of talent and edu hundred and fifty-ninth anniversary of AFrankfort accounts of the 2d June, state, that
Balloon Ascension.—The Boston Patriot in
“ the project so long talked of and so impor forms us that Mr. Lauriat made a successful
cation, but of limited fortune, whose ability merican Independence was celebrated a day
or
two
since,
by
some
of
the
descendants
of
tant,
of
connecting
the
Danube
and
the
was always spoken of with admiration by his
ascension in Providence, on the a^ernoon of
Rhine, begins to assume probability. A com the 25th ult. descended at Hanove'^'MUss., 40
son. His early instruction was of a very the sixth generation'of the old soldiers-who
pany, under the direction of Baron la Flech miles distant, in one hour and twenty-five
Yester
imjlerfecl character; he was indebted to his "declared themselves independent.
de Krudelstein, and supported/ by the wealthi minutes after his ascension, and started for
father for that which related to the English day morning the balloon Fiery Comet, ar
est bankers of Amsterdam and Germany, 'is Boston, where he arrived soon after 11, P. M.
language, but principally to his own efforts rived and anchored its parachute in the amaking the necessary examinations and plans. Mr. L. rose to a great height. 15 minutes after
rena
of
the
Auburn
city
Hotel,
and
landed
for his classical attainments.
In his open
Unless unforeseen accidents, or war—which starting, he was, he believes, at the height of
ing manhood he engaged with zeal and ardor her passengers in one hour and thirty min
is not likely—should occur to interrupt this 23,000 feet. At this elevation, the tempera
enterprize, there is a good chance for the ture was 27 degrees—5 below the freezing
in the patriotic cause ; 1775, he received utes from New-York. The papers of this
success of a scheme, tending to unite the point ;—at the time of starting, 85. After re
the appointment of lieutenant in a company morning bring the latest accounts from the
Black to the North Sea—through an inter maining nearly stationary for a while above
of minute men, and subsequently rose to the Mediterranean, by the arrival of thè balloon
vening distance of nearly 1200 miles.
the clouds, he determined to descend. “ He
Tank of captain. At the beginning of the Lightning, at Boston, from Gibraltar in
then travelled with great rapidity, was in full
war he fought against Lord Dunmore, at the twelve hours and ten minutes ; by them we
New Grenada.—The Washington Globe of view from below, and distinctly heard the
Battle of the Great Bridge, and some time learn another eruption has taken place at
The author of a “Diary of a Lover of Thursday says : “ We have received letters shouts of the inhabitants of many towns and
Since Saturday last,
later, in those of Brandy wine, Germantown Mount Vesuvius.
Literature,” in the Gentleman's Magazine, from our Charge at Bogota, General M’Afee, villages.”
(three
days
J
seven
hundred
locomotive
en

'Tind Monmouth. In 1781 there being a re
which advise us that the country is quiet,
tells the following curious anecdote of Na- the people contented, the government respect
dundancy of officers in the Virginia line, he gines, with their trains of cars, passed thro’
Lightning.—During the thunder shower
polean :—“ Sharon Turner mentioned that ed, and entitled to respect. The Congress
resigned his commission, and devoted him our city going west, and one thousand pass
on Saturday evening, 25th ult. the house of
Georges
informed
a
friend
of
his
that
in
a
has
adjourned,
after
enacting
various
laws
;
self to the practice of law.
He had been ed going east. The gigantic work of con
Mr. John Lowell, in this town, was struck by
private conference he had with Buonaparte, amongst them, none has been of more im lightning, and fortunately no one injured.
admitted to the bar during the previous structing a tunnel under the Atlantic, from
the thought struck him what deliverance he portance than that which abolishes the alca- The electric fluid in its passage shattered a
year, a part of which he had spent in Virgin America to Europe, is progressing rapidly
might procure to Europe by his assassina bala, a most oppressive internal tax, and one bedstead and bureau, considerably, smashed
ia. It is hardly necessary to add, that not- —the difficulty at the Gulf Stream will be
tion,—an opportunity which might never which is still more vexatious than oppres a looking-glass and one or two windows, and
surmounted.
The
locomotive
plough
ma

Xvithstanding his youth, his military career
sive.”
effectually demolished a valuable clock, en
occur again. Buonaparte’s penetrating eye
was distinguished by the same intelligence chine of one of our farmers near this city,
tered the cellar and passed out the cellar
saw
him
wavering
from
the
theme,
he
in

A
Mile
a
Minute.
—
A
steam
car
has
been
was
injured
by
a
collapse
of
a
boiler
last
;and excellent qualities, that shed such lustre
door. The damage is estimated at least at
stantly
hurried
back,
rang
the
bell,
aids-debuilt
in
England
for
exportation
to
the
Uni

week. It is said there is a horse to be seen
>ori the course of his after life.
one hundred dollars.— Wiscasset Intelligencer.
ted
States,
which
performed
the
distance
be

camps
hastened
in
and
the
interview
broke
Immediately after the capitulation of at the Farmers’ Exchange on the dock by
tween
Manchester
and
Liverpool
at
the
rate
Lord Cornwallis, Mr. Marshall began to the lake, in the upper part of this city. A up.”
The supposed sea serpent lately caught in
of a mile a minute, (nearly forty miles.) At
pursue with assiduity the practice of the law, horse is a curiosity in these days ; in old
that rate when the New York and Erie Rail the St. Lawrence, turns out to be a CammanSALTING HAY.
tin, or sea cow.
and soon rose to eminent distinction.
In times, as we read, they used to use them for
When hay is put into the barn, there Road is finished, one can breakfast in New
the spring of 1782 he was elected a member draft animals. The sleeve of one of the should be about a peck of salt put on each York, dine in Buffaloe, and be at Detroit,
A meeting was to be held at Richmond,
of the State Legislature, and before its close fashionable ladies who figured one hundred ton ; the salt helps preserve the hay, so that Michigan, the next day, a distance of nearly
a member of the Executive Council.—He years ago was shown us yesterday—it is a it will be less liable to injury if it be not 800 miles, which is not now travelled in much Va. on the 24th ult. to take into consideration
the movements at the North on the subject
less than a week.—Sun.
was married in 1783 to Miss Ambler, a curiosity—there is not more than three yards completely dry ; besides it is much better
of Slavery.
of
cloth
in
it.
We
learn
by
an
old
news

daughter of the Treasurer of the State. This
From Talcahuana.—We learn by the ship
for cattle to eat the salt mixed with the hay
lady after a long term of sickness and suf paper that there were a species of the male than to take it in doses in cold weather, Hope, which arrived here yesterday morning
Robbery and Murder.—The body of Mr.
fering, descended a few years ago to the part of the human family in old times that which is injurious as it opens the pores and from Talcahuana, that the people at that Allen H. Brainard, of Stillwater, who had
grave.
In 1784, he resigned his place at were designated dandies—they were con occasions colds. Some pot their hay (or place are busily employed in rebuilding the been absent about a fortnight on an exploring
town. It is an old saying with the Spaniards
the executive board,and resumed his profes sidered the exquisites of that age.
rather grass) into the barn when it is not in that country, that earthquakes do not visit and speculating tour, was found week before
Au burn Miscellany.
sional pursuits ; but immediately afterwards,
more than one half or two thirds made, and them but once in a century; therefore they last in the river near Mattawamkeag Point,
under such circumstances and in such a sit
and again in 1787, he was re-elected to the
put on a large quantity of salt in order to fee! full confidence that- they shall not be dis uation as to leave but little doubt of his hav
New Remedy against Cancer.—The Lan
Legislature, and took an active and efficient
preserve it. But there should be no more turbed again during the continuance of the ing come to his death by foul play; but we
part in the momentous controversies of the cet has a notice of a new remedy against kalt put on the hay than cattle ought to eat present generation, and the rest they leave have no authentic account of the circumstan
time.
He was also a member of the Con Cancer. It consists in the -juice of a tree while they are consuming the hay.
to posterity. The style of building streets, ces. When he left home he had between
&c. is to be much improved.—New Bed. Mer. two and three thousand dollars in money
vention, called together in Virginia, for the which the Indians employ to envenom their
Yankee Farmer.
ratification of the Federal Constitution.
In arrows; and it is also extensively employed
with him, but only eight or ten dollars were
Captain Back.—On the 14th ult. says the found upon his body.—Bangor Freeman.
this remarkable assembly, in which the by the hordes which inhabit the banks of the
Baking Bread at Cape Cod.—A corres
most commanding eloquence and talent were Oronoko, as an anticarcinomatous remedy. pondent of a Boston paper says : “ Speak Montreal Courier, Mr. Simpson, Governor of
the Hudson Bay Company’s territories, arri
ff/^During the rain storm, accompanied
liberally displayed, no man exhibited greater Numerous experiments have proved that ar ing of the Cape Cod girls, 1 must not forget
ved at Lachine, from the interior, accompa by thunder and lightning, on Saturday eve
power of reasoning or patriotic ardor, than senic is neutralized by the secretion of a can to relate the manner in which they bake nied by Mr. J. D. Cameron, one of the winter
ning last, the barn of Joseph Groton, Esq. of
cerous ulcer, while it preserves its poisonous
Mr. Marshall.
their bread. A batch is mixed in the eve ing partners of that concern. These gentle Waldoborough, was struck by lightning and
Mr. Marshall continued in public life, as properties when placed in contact with any ning, made into cakes of a suitable size, and men report the country in a healthy state, entirely consumed, with ten tons of Hay.
a member of the Legislature of Virginia, till other sore. The same phenomenon is ob placed on their feet ; they then stretch them and the Indians tranquil and well disposed.
Thomaston Chron.
the close of its session in 1791«—He then re served with respect to the mancinella ; its selves upon the floor, with their feet in front I Mr. Simpson had received advices from Capt.
Canal Down East.—The Calais folks are to
tired for three years, but was returned again poisonous effects are in like manner neutral of a hot roaring fire, and in the morning the Back, dated at Fort Reliance, near Slave
in 1795, and distinguished himself by an ar ized by the secretion of cancerous ulcers. bread will be ready for the table. I have Lake, 7th Dec. 1834, when that officer and have a canal “ from the mouth of Bog Brook,
the party under his command, were in excel to the lakes ten miles hack.” The stock is
gument of remarkable ability, on the power The Indians, who employ this substance in seen a dozen girls in a single room, all lying lent health and spirits.
all taken up and the work is contracted for
the
treatment
of
cancer,
surround
the
wound
of the Federal Executive to conclude a
round the hearth like so many tom-cod in a
to be ready for boats next season.
with
a
pasty
material,
and
then
apply
to
the
commercial treaty.
This was at the time
frying pan, with a loaf of bread on each of
A violent and destructive tornado passed
when the country was agitated by the con centre of the sore a few drops of the juice their feet, as big as a salt mortar.
Bangor.—The Mechanic and Farmer pub
over Dorchester County, Md. on the 15th ult.,
sweeping corn-fields, fences, orchards, timber lished at Bangor says: 34 fire-proof brick and
troversies growing out of the treaty negotia of the mancinella; an eschar soon forms,
Rather Balky.—A young Jonathan took and indeed every thing that it happened to’ granite stores, are now erecting in that city.
ted with Great Britain, by Mr. Jay. In the and coming away in about forty-eight hours,
following year, he was invited by Washing leaves a clean wound, which rapidly heals. it into his head one day to get a wife. He meet in its course. A barn was lifted from Two of them are four stories high and the
ton to accept the office of Attorney General, M. Germon, of Marseilles, has witnessed a accordingly looked about him and very soon its foundation, blown to pieces, and carried to front entirely of granite -three of them are
a great distance, a part of the wheat stored in erecting with large stone window frames, and
but declined it, on the ground that it would great number of cures effected by the appli made such a selection as suited him, and was it was found at least three quarters of a mile ornamented caps
they have a rich appear
cation
of
this
remedy,
which
he
recommends
interfere with his’extensive practice in Vir
not long in striking a bargain and settling | from the place whence it was originally taken, ance.
the preliminaries. He then applied to a j and some hundreds of yards from the main
ginia.
When Mr. Monroe was recalled to the attention of physicians.
Cure for Diarrhoea.—As this disease is uClergyman to perform the ceremony. “ But! course of the tornado^ An old black man’s
from France, Mr. Marshall was urged by
A valuable recipe.—The following mor are you prepared for such an important house was also literally torn up ; its roof, sually prevalent at this season of the year, a
Washington to accept an appointment, as
his successor. This also he was compelled sel of information has been going the rounds change in life ?” said the reverend gentle doots, a great part of the logs which com gentleman who has for some time past used
by urgent private considerations to decline. of the papers, for the last three or four man. “ I guess I be,” says Jonathan, “ for posed its walls, together with a part of its con the following recipe with great success, re
tents, such as beds, chairs, stools, barrels and quests us to publish it.—A table spoonful of
1 have got my land een jest paid for and
But when Mr. Adams who had in the mean weeks :—
spinning wheels, were sent Whirling through vinegar, and a teaspoonful of salt, mixed with
To drive flies from a room.-—Take half own a good yoke ofsteersanda cow.”—
time succeeded to the Presidency, appointed
the air to an unknown distance. The old a gill of warm water. If relief be not afforded
him an envoy to that country, in connexion of a tea spoonful of well pulverized black “ Very well,” said the holy man, with a man, his wife, and two or three children were in the course of ten or fifteen minutes, a rep
with Mr. Gerry and Gen. Pinckney, he ac- pepper, one tea-spoonful of brown sugar and long breath and sober face, “ all these world in the house at the same time, and strange to etition of the dose, he says, has been effectu
'cepted the appointment. The envoys were one table spoonful of cream, mix them well ly things may be very proper in their place say, they escaped unhurt. It passed from al in every instance he has observed. This
■however not accredited by the French Gov together, and place them in a room, on a to be sure--but have you ever thought of thence in a direct course through a large is a simple remedy, worthy at least of trial,
ernment, and in the summer of 1798, Mr. plate, where the flies are troublesome, and salvation V This was a poser. “Sall body of timber, throwing down and breaking and can do no harm.—N. Y. Mer.
they will soon disappear.
Pationf says Jonathan, “ who in thunder alike the majestic oak, the stately pine and
Marshall returned to this country.
the tender shrub.
Musquetoes.—The editor of a Southern pa
is she ?”—Sacketts Harbor Courier.
On his return he was solicited by Gen.
per, with a laudable regard to the comfort of
We are informed by a private Jetter from
’Washington to become a candidate for a
Mr. Randolph?s Will.—We learn from the his fellow citizens, gives the following recipe
Horticultural.— The ladies will thank us Richmond papers, that the General Court, on “ to prevent” what he justly calls “ that an
seat in Congress.
He yielded with reluc a friend in Boston, that information has been
received
in
that
city,
that
about
two
thou

for telling them that the best thing to pro Monday, rendered their decision in the case noying and truly disagreeable insect, themustance, and being elected after a severe con
test, took his seat in December, 1799- sand people are suffering in the city of Bal mote the growth of their flowers and vege of Mr. Randolph’s will—having admitted to queto.” This is certainly one of the cases
While he was a candidate for this station, timore, from some disease ■which seems to, tables, is the soap suds in which clothes probate the will of 1832, which leaves the in which prevention is better than cure.
“ To prevent Musquetoes.—Attach a piece
Mie declined a seat on the bench of the Su or has thus far, baffled the skill of the phy have been washed. The quantity of suds bulk of his estate to the son of John R. Bry
preme Court of the United States, which sicians. From the account given of this dis ordinarily produced in a family, is a suffi an, and excludes his slaves from the freedom, of Flannel or sponge to a thread made fast
provided for in a previous testamentary act. to the top of the bedstead, wet the flannel or
became vacant by the death of Judge Iredell,, ease, there can be we think no doubt, that it cient manure for a. good size kitchen or It appears that the General Court was nearly spunge with camphorated spirits, and the
and was offered him by President Adams. is the sad effects of poisoning sugar—and flower garden.
divided on the question of admitting, the will musquetoes will leave the room.”
The session of Congress in the winter of this is the opinion of Dr. Jatkson.
of 1832—there being six judges in the affirm
Something
Warlike.
—
A.
Dungarvin
skip

Calais Advertiser.
1799-1800 was a very memorable one. In
Cure for the Whooping Cough.—Take one
ative and five in the negative. As to the
per, being asked what he would wish to have points of law, such a decision may be said to fourth of a pint of sweet olive oil, the same
the debate on the resolutions offered by Mr.
Cure for Corns.—We are told that the painted on the stern of his vessel, replied, decide nothing ; and accordingly, we learn, quantity of common leeks.—-cut them fine,
Livingston, relative to the case of Thomas
thick
green leaf of the prickly pear, a plant “ something warlike to be sure : a bird-cage that an appeal was at once taken to a higher and simmer them moderately, two or three
Nash, alias Jonathan Robbins, a case too
hours ;add honey sufficient to make it palata
tribunal.
long to be here detailed and doubtless fresh cultivated in gardens, and in boxes, &c. is a or a churn.”
ble ; half a table spoonful a portion for an ain the recollection of many readers, Mr. complete cure for corns upon the toes, erad
Grand Island near Buffalo.—A correspond dult. If taken four or five times, it will in a
A
New
Idea.
—
When
the
locomotive
en

Marshhll spoke in opposition to them with icating them in a surprisingly short time.
ent of the Journal of Commerce, under date few days remove this distressing disorder.
admirable force and talent.
His speech on They will, however, of course not “ stay gine was passing the Insane Hospital at of the 15th inst., writes thus : “ The Boston
that occasion is preserved ; it is regarded as cured” if a fashionable tight shoe or boot is Worcester the other day, one of the inmates Company, who purchased Grand Island, have
To give Tools a hard Temper.—Heat the
one of the most remarkable arguments of its worn. The fashionable shoes, especially exclaimed—4< Well, that beats the very erected a spacious Steam Saw Mill, and are tool till it is red, cherry color ; take it from
author; and a higher estimate of its merit those for ladies, are not now made of the Devil.—I never before saw a critter go so getting out ship timber on a large scale. The the fire, rub it with a piece of tallow ; put it
Island is covered with the finest white oak in immediately into strong vinegar, in which
size or shape of a human foot. They are fast with such short legs.”—Post.
could not easily be made.
the world, and I have no doubt will prove a you shall have diluted some soot.
In May, 1800, Mr. Marshall was nomi a sort of barbarous contrivance to make
Cure for Sprain.—Take two pieces of profitable business.”
.
nated by President Adams, to the office of cripples.—Augusta Journal.
A father consulted Themistocles to which
red flannel; soak or saturate one of them
Secretary of War.
He desired that the
The old tea veteran, Mr. Hewes, returned of two lovers he should marry his daughter;
completely
with
beef
or
pork
pickle,
(bee!
It
is
stated
that
Lord
John
Russell
has
re

nomination might be withdrawn, but his re
to Boston on Wednesday, from an excursion whether to a poor man of merit, or to a rich
quest was disregarded, and it was confirm cently married a bouncing widow. His is best J and place it on the wrist or ancle to the East. He is in fine vigor and spirits. man of bad character.
ed by the Senate. Shortly afterwards, he lordship’s figure is somewhat diminutive, sprained, then wrap the other piece over it, He came up -in the Bangor, on board of “ Were I in your place,” said he, “ I should
ceeu mr.
invciiug a»
was called to succeed
Mr. rPickering
as Sec , and the wags Off London call him the “ wid- and the pain will subside in a very short which elegant boat, they gave him a merry prefer a man without money, to money with
out a man.”
On the resignation of Chief' ow7s mite»”
tea party, in good style,.
time.
retary of State. <

of the Queen would be regarded with disap
!
Outrage at Vicksburg.—The Louisiana’
Slave Trade,—Wo mentioned some weekg
probation. This anticipation, if the papers
MAIL ARTICLES
| Advertiser of July 13th, gives the following, back that Capt. Caleb Miller, a native, we bebefore us are to be believed, is scarcely any
mu m
i
r as an authentic account of the transactions lieve, of New Bedford, was arrested in this
The Toledo Gazette gives the following at Vicksburgi Mississippi, of which other city and held to bail, for having brought two
longer matter of conjecture. Very recent ar
SAT' IRA
Late from France.—Havre papers of the rivals of German papers informed us that the ? l, n „ °f a itransaict,on to w nch allusion staten)ents bave been already published. It ' colored children here from the coast of Afri18th June, and Paris papers of the day previ Prussian Ambassador at Paris had been in-1 "as *)een already made,. its tone win serve : ¿eserves to be attentively read, by all who (ca. Transactions afterwards came to the
ous, have been received at New York by the structed, if not to protest formally, at least to Ito show lhe state of feeling
exists I are
ic not yet avvanv
The V jes d
awake to the consequences of that i knowledge of the United States District Atship Champlain. They contain nothing of expose to the French
”
’ Government the views'j 5w.10.n-* 1 le v®°l
, . )le on lhe I)oy^ers °F Ohio and j. fer0Cj0L1s spirit
snirit. which
whieh sets
sets law
law and
and humanity
humanitv torney, in consequence of which he caused
ed
to mee tike
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fhnnrrh
vid PI it PYnitomanf*
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much importance.
of IJi»
his VUUi
CourtL upwil
upon this
subject. A
A ICUCl
letter from
though tno
the evident
excitement ;
n at fiefiance.—Bosion
Patriot.
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Monday,
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Miller to be arrested at Boston, under a charge
The Moniteur publishes officially the law the Handelsblad, from Amsterdam, of 22d !\uun(ler
^er. 'I
h,ch it
k w
.as. 7,
ntt®_n: P™ÿ
ts Jthe
he| Outrage at Ficks burg.-Authentic purlieu- of having been piratically engaged in the
which
was
written
prevents
o
’
clock
m
for the payment of the American Claims, as June, says : “ We have to-day from a quarter | feadel;
fldida
reposing implicit confidence in | lars —The statement in our paper of Satur Slave Trade on the coast of Africa. Miller
selecting
adopted by the Chambers. Authority has deserving of credit, the very important intel-1lts accuracy.—Boston Pat.
/¿ficers. :
day
of
the
horrible
excesses
committed
at
was
this
day
arraigned
under
two
indictbeen given by the French Government to its ligence that the Courts of Russia, Prussia, and { Toledo {Ohio) Gazette Office, July 20, 1835.
Per •der o
Vicksburg, on Monday last, being in some ments, one charging him with a misdemean
citizens to enter the service of the Queen of Austria, have positively declared against, any
July 28,
respects
incorrect,
we
hasten
to
lay
before
or,
and
the
other
with
a
felony.
The
cirRenewed
Hostilities
upon
the
Disputed
Spain ; a measure, similar to that previously intervention on the part of the other Powers
tí
Ground, and unparalleled Outrages upon the public authentic accounts, which have cumstances which form the matter of accusa
adopted in England, where enlistments are in the affairs of Spain, in whatsoever man
R
the Citizens of Toledo, 'oy the Michigan I been communicated to fis by two gentlemen tion against him are nearly the sameinthe
JÍ18 0
in active progress.
ner such intervention may take place.” This
TIni'
he ci'
Authorities.
jjnst arrived from that troubled city, and eye- two indictments ; the substance of which, div
.
The resignation of Martinez de la Rosa would seem to be comprehensive and explic
interest
We
have
barely
type
and
materials
enough
'
witnesses
to
most
of
the
transactions.
They
vested
of
their
technical
phraseology,
is,
that
has been officially ^inounced at Madrid, to it enough.—London Morning Herald.
frorn portl
saved from the outrages we are about to re-I state that the excitement is so great in that •Mfiler had on the first of April last, taken on
gether with the appointment of Count ToreIowns on t sea-'
Paris, Three o’clock, June 24.—The city late, to lay the following facts before the pub- hitherto tranquil place, that almost all the board the brig America, at Old Benguela on
no as his successor. The accounts from the
at the Hal'lii Ier
•
1women have left it, to avoid any future com- the coast of Africa, twenty negroes, who had
seat of War are not so clear, as to enable us is inundated with rumors respecting the lie.
& Isaac )RD,
~
On Saturday last, a large body of armed motion.# We have further to state that the been forcibly seized on the said coast, on the
yes
to form a judgment of the situation of the result of the discussion in the Council
¡bloc
next, at 7
terday on the question of intervention solicit men, headed by the Sheriff of Monroe county,' additional paragraph in our account, stating ! 1st of April preceding, for the purpose of
hostile forces.
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are only twelve hours later than the previous sure you that the last communications made i the acting Governor (Mason) of the Territo- j gaming house, after having won a consider- the said twenty negroes to a certain schoorito
the
Government
were
to
demand
an
ex-j
ry,
and
proceeded
to
this
place,
for
the
ostenI
able
sum
of
money,
is
altogether
erroneous,
er
at
Loango.—The indictment also charged
ones. The only details copied into the New
CUMBEBJ ■.AND
Dr. B. never 1 him with treating in the same way a negro
1
York papers from those of London are unim plicit answer on the subject, having first sub- ! sible purpose of serving some civil processes as we Lhave 1been assured1 that
mitted
the
exact
situation
of
the
country,
i
upon
a
number
of
our
citizens.
They
arriwas
known
to
frequent
such
places,
but
on
i
named
Joaquina.
Miller
’
s
trial
was
called
on
from the s; veral
portant ones, relating to the affairs of Spain.
That expose embraced not the remotest refer- j ved oil Saturday, about 5 o’clock in the after- the contrary was strongly opposed to them. (this morning, but put off until to-morrow, at
ty met m I )hve«i
Some difficulty arose at the public dinner [ the instance of his counsel, on the ground
ence to even a possibility of Don Carlos’ be- j noon, in number about 250, regularly armed
last. Wil ini Bn
Late from England.—Liverpool papers of ing able to make his way to Madrid; bur. it 1 and equipped with muskets and bayonets, given in celebration of the 4th of July, as too ; that an important witness was absent, withwas choser presid
the 24th, and London of the day previous, held out to King Louis Phillip an argument | and after arresting and making prisoners, often happens on similar occasions, between | out whose testimony the prisoner could not
were received by the packet ship Roscoe. to which he is more alive than to any other ; j some seven or eight individuals, among whom Mr. Fisher, who belonged to the volunteer ' safely goto trial. The District Attorney is
Cumber/«« ® and ■
These dates are eight days later than those the resolve of the Spanish Government to ap-1 are B. F. Stickney and George McKay, company, and Mr. Francis Cobler. From i first going to try the prisoner for the less ofwere apP°*i- d Se
frortla
peal to their own resources—in other words, Esqrs. they proceeded to the Printing Office words they proceeded to * blows—Mr. C. I fence, the misdemeanor, and then for the felbefore received.
B. Cahoot
Two battalions of the auxiliaries destined to let the revolution take its course. No re of the Toledo Gazette, and forthwith com- having drawn a knife upon his opponent, thelony. The punishment allotted by law for
io
of Gray, I
to serve in Spain under the command of Col. ply has yet been forwarded, nor do I believe rnenced an attack upon the press ;: as there company, taking the part of their comrade,1 the misdemeanor, is $1000 fine and three
uim, bound
imhiiju uiiji
iu u
ucu, and inflicted years imprisonment. For the felony death,
SamudFan
seized him,
him to
a tree,
Evans, were to take passage immediately, and that his Majesty has yet been able to deter- was no person in the office at the time, and beiz,eu
the residue of the force, which will consist of mine between a republic on his southern the door was' locked, they effected an en- i thirty-two lashes*on his person.
N. Y. Jour, of Com.
ted ascandi jtes foi
Not considering this sufficient they tarred
10,000 men, were soon to follow.—The frontier, or the possible interruption of the • trance by splitting down the door, and then
al Lincoln o Portia
Housq of Common^ were occupied in discus projected marriage of his eldest born with a , commenced demolishing the press and ma and feathered him, alleging that he was a
The first outbreak at Vicksburg has at least
: «The conv lion t
sing the Corporation reform bill. The well scion of the Royal stock of Wirtemburg. terials. Much damage was done, and as the gambler ; he entreated thein to shoot him the apology of sudden excitement ; but what
' ©fthewhole. pdba
known William Cobbett died at his farm in These are the reports which make the ques standing matter was pretty much all broke rather than disgrace him in that manner, and should we say, if the annexed paragraph from
Surry on the 18th of June. His disease was tion of so long fife.
down, and the type thrown into confusion, begged of them not to let the tar fall into his the Cincinnati -Whig of 23d ult. be accurate:
Governor, j rest
inflammation of the throat.
“ A gentleman of respectability in this city,
it will take some weeks to so far repair the eyes as they poured it over his head ; but the
mous vote fc the
A very warmly contested election at Ips
person he addressed, instead of complying | has to-day received a .cud
The ships Troy, from Liverpool, and July, damage as to issue another paper.
letter from Stimson
Madison,
of Baih: £ eral i
wich had resulted against the Conservatives, arrived at New York on Monday evening,
They met with no resistance from the citi- with his request struck him violently with a | (Mississippi,) which states that eighteen more
adopted, a mg
and in the choice of two supporters of the bringing advices two days later than those jzens of Toledo, as they were too strong and stick across the eyes ! He was then released, of the gambling crew have been taken, after
present ministry.
asevere chase, (in which some of the puisaby the Lowell, at this port.—ib.
too well armed to make any interference on and ordered to quit the city in 24 hours.
nomination PAN
The Newcastle Chronicle contains an ac
The next day, in order to appear consistent ing party were killed,) and were waiting exeIn England, nothing important had occur their part, unarmed and unprotected as they
Presidency.
count of a late explosion in one of the collie red. The Municipal Corporation bill had were, of any avail. Besides, a very large and continue their work of civilization (as ' cution under the same laws as those put in
ries at Wallsend, in which 220 people were made considerable progress, and Ministers number of the citizens, who from the inde they called it,) they went forth armed in mil- force at Vicksburg.”
The Cro: hiron
employed, of whom about one hundred lost had twice defeated the Tories and their al pendence with which they had always ex itary array, to pull down, tear out, and de
Wheat,
Rye Barle’
We learn that two girls, named Smith and
their lives. The disaster was occasioned by lies, in large majorities.
pressed their opinions, had become obnox molish every thing appertaining to gambling ;
"ant,
with
a w ex
the fire damp. An explosion, by which 75
Zumalacarreguy, the commander of the ious to the Michigan authorities, and against and to tar and feather any one who should I Heath, were drowned at Seabrook on Saturpersons were destroyed, took place in the Carlist troops, who was wounded, in the leg, whom processes had been issued by the oppose them !—law, or no law, notwithstand- { day last. They went on to a small island a
ed that sev al lai
same mine in 1821. Another accident of a before Bilboa, died on the 25th of June. It ! Michigan Courts, had withdrawn from the ing ! Some wished to protect their proper- short distance from the beach, at low waler,
been more & less
serious nature occurred at the Dry Dock, in it stated in the Paris papers, that Moreno was town to avoid the disastrous effect of a collis ty, but their heart failed them when they saw I and the tide flowed so much before they were
completely
t mi,
Lincoln, at the launching of a schooner. to succeed him in the command. Bilboa still ion between the armed posse and the people, the state of excitement of the volunteers. aware_of it as to intimidate them from returnmaggot whi i desi
Upwards of one hundred persons were on held out on the 26th June.
which they had reason to apprehend would One at length determined to stay in Mr. !I ing. The island is covered to a considerable
I '
board the vessel, which upset on touching the
we are visi
The report that a large force was organi ensue, should an attempt be made to use any North’s house to protect himself from being ’ depth at high water, and they were sweptoff
ndviciiorl .iri
henno.
and perished
in a.jreti
each other’snm
embrace,
water, and precipitated them into the docks zing in Holland for the service of Don Carlos, violence towards them. After committing tarred, and to secure the house and grocery ' nrirl
crop will be
and against their sides. Several lives were is contradicted in the Dutch papers.
Newburyport Herald,
various outrages upon several unoffending from destruction. He had fastened the doors,
Grass
is ligl
lost.
The plague in Egypt was subsiding—it citizens, insulting the women, and arresting bin on Dr. Bodley’s kicking one of them
----------board than in ieinte
The accounts from Spain are regarded as had carried off' from 50,000 to 60,000 persons such of the men in town as were at all ob open, some shots were exchanged ; the conrThe
"' extra session of the Legislature ofDel*
favorable to the government. Zumalacarre in Cairo alone.
noxious to them, the mob, or posse, withdrew sequence of which was, that the doctor was ' aware was closed on Saturday last.
day from an cursio
Anaci
guy, the insurgent leader, has been wounded,
It is stated in the London Courier, that to Monroe with their prisoners, where they killed on the spot and one of the inmates of to prevent the. issuing of bank notes of a less
some of th ititeri
and, according to some of the papers, mortal “ the absolute Governments of Europe do not were, upon the order of the acting governor, the house, a person named Cullum, or as we denomination than five dollars, passed the
and
in the aslerr
ly. The indirect intervention of England aid Carlos to the extent generally believed. immediately thrown into prison.
have since heard, Helms, was so wounded Senate, but was lost in the house. A bill
during whicl we n
and France appears to have given greater sat The late Emperor of Austria did supply the
The whole proceedings were directed and as to have been totally insensible to the subse-! was passed on Friday by an unanimous vote
isfaction at Madrid than would have been af sum of one million of francs, and Prince urged on by the acting governor of the Ter quent punishment inflicted on his body, whilst: of both Houses,—all the members being pres
lighter and n ire b?
forded by a more direct one; the latter being Mefernich placed them under the control of ritory, who had gone to Monroe for that ex suspended with the rest upon the gallows. ent but Mr. Parker, of Sussex,—granting the
sea-board, fruit,,
regarded by many as a rather humiliating re the French Carlist, the Duke de Blacas.”
press purpose. In these proceedings be He was hauled upon a dray and thrown upon Wilmington and Susquehannah Rail Road
abundant
it the it
source, and as uncalled for by the circum
was backed up by the leading men of a scaffold disfigured as he was and covered Company all the powers necessary for a spee
stances of the country. Gen. Valdez will
board. Upr ,the «
Monroe
and
Detroit,
aided
by
the
council
and
with
blood.
dy
completion
of
their
road.
Late from Para.—By a passenger in the
continue to act as commander in chief. The ! ship
Three more individuals were taken in the
the present // be
Jasper at this port, last from Bahia, we advice of his worthy lieutenants, Norvell,
new Ministry consists of Toreno, President of i
Wing and Brown, who are alyvays ready to house—the bar keeper, called Dutch Bill, Mr.
Fruit Stealers beware !—Four lads detected
season, notw stand
!
learn
that
“
Vinagre,
”
the
commander
of
the
the Council and Minister of Foreign Affairs ;
Paraguayians, or native forces, who triumph urge on to deeds of rashness the hot-headed Samuel Smith and Mr. McCall. North, who in committing depredations in a gentleman’s
the spring am [he sat
M. Mendizabal^ Minister of Finance ; Mar
ed over the Brazilians on the 12th of May, and puerile baby who presides over the des had previously quitted it, and was endeavor garden, in this town, were last week carried * uttered some port
quis de Las Amarillas, of War ; Garcia Hertinies
of
the
Territory.
ing
to
make
his
escape
by
water,
was
arrest

before the Police Court, and subjected to a
ras, of Justice ; Alvarez Guerra, of the Interi was successfully put down and routed about
The orders given to this armed^ mob, or ed about a mile from the city and brought fine and cost, amounting to nearly nine dol
.labors of the Busbar
the 1st of June, by a French and an English
or ; and Gen. Alava, of the Marine.
posse,
were,
according
to
the
statements
of
back
;
his
hands
were
tied
behind
him,
and
1
warded wiihj |bnnd
lars.
The
audacity
of
mischievous
boys,
in
frigate—before the expedition of Com. Tay
The Belgian papers state, that large rein
its leaders, to proceed to Toledo, and take as he was obliged to walk with the rest, who their eagerness to obtain forbidden fruits, is
lor
arrived
from
Rio.
Despatches
were
im

cause
giyen I grati
forcements to the army of Don Carlos are
Id for
mediately sent to Bahia, in the expectation prisoners all who were in any manner im had been similarly bound ; each having a rope vexatious and annoying in the extreme, and
all
blessings
constantly arriving from Germany. A letter
plicated
in
opposing
the
jurisdiction
of
the
round
his
neck,
which
was
frequently
jerked
we trust this example will have a salutary ef
that .Com. T.’s forces, consisting of two frigfrom Amsterdam says, that 20,000 are to be
Territory,
and
in
case
any
resistance
was
so
violently
as
nearly
to
choke
them.
In
this
in
His
benevi
pnce a
fect upon them.—Salem Reg.
i ates and two sloops, with about 800 troops,
armed and equipped, the expenses of whom
weie there—but at the time of the retaking of made, to immediately burn and destroy the manner they were conducted to the scaffold,
will be defrayed by the house of Hope & Co.
Another d
the place he lay at Rio. A complete re-iI town, and to fre upon the first man who which is a permanent building, and executed
Granite Speculations.—A sort of granite fe
Boston Daily Adv.
Bangor, entitl the1
action has taken place in favor of the central1' should attempt to oppose them ; and judging without further interruption. No cap, nor ver appears to be raging hereabouts, at this
government—and those who were most ac- j, from what we saw of the materials that com other covering was used, and the unfortunate time.
Every piece of white ledge, as far
wrtiser." Tli [first n
Later from Europe—By the packet ship
live in the disturbances of the 12th May have posed this band of desperadoes, we should sufferers presented such a horrid appearance as we can learn, has been ‘explored,’ in
the course of week i
Lowell, Captain Crocker, London and Liver
think
there
was
every
disposition
to
obey
that
the
passers
by
were
moved
even
to
tears.
been executed.—JV. Bedford Gaz.
Bath and Phipsburg.
While the people in
pool papers of the 27th of June have been
this order.
Some of them endeavored to interfere, but this\own and neighboring towns, even as far
lished by the resent
received. Our own files to the 26th have
The immediate causes that gave rise to were threatened withz a similar punishment as the city of Bangor, have been taking bonds
nobscol Freem an
Texas.—The New Orleans Bulletin of the these fresh outrages, as near as we can learn and obliged to desist.
reached us : for those of the latest date, we
of the granite wastes of Phipsburg, the PhipsThe ‘ Bangor Diig,1
are indebted to the Messrs Topliff. The in 18th ult. says : “ Capt. Moore, of the sc hr. them, are these : some few weeks since, a
These unfortunate men claimed to the last
lished in Ba or, is,.
telligence which they contain is not of great Shenandoah, in a short run from Brazoria, re stranger, by the name of Odill, came to this the privilege of American citizens, the trial burgers have retreated to Harpswell where
ports that
the Texonians
had ociicu
seized upon
interest.—ib.
mainly
xuauuiauo ikivi
<..^uu the j town
and put up at a house kept by one l>y jury, and professed themselves willing to they have carried the contagion and bonded
advocate of gpm
The nature of the government plan for the fort at Annuhuac, garrisoned by one hundred J Smith, who had associated with him a man submit to any thing their country would le a tract containing ‘granite enough.’ We
have
visited
two
places
where
quarries
are
regulation of tithes in Ireland, and the appro men, whom they captured and sent to San j by the name of Clark,—a notoriously bad gally inflict upon them ; but we are sorry to
TheSomet [ Jour
priation of a portion of the church property Felipe. A portion of the people thought character. Odill had a good span of horses, say their petition was in vain ! The black opening, one in Phipsburg and one on Birch
tains a call for whig
Point
in
the
southern
part
of
this
town,
and
to secular purposes, was explained in the this step was pushing matters to extremities, I wagon, &c. which it seems excited the cu- musicians were ordered to strike up, and the
fie held at ? [son, o
House of Commons on the 26th of June by and one as uncalled for, but all were deter- j pidity of Clark and Smith, who soon laid a voices of the supplicants were drowned by from a careful examination and comparison
with
a
specimen
from
the
Hallowell
quarry,
same
paper rej |4iei
Lord Morpeth. It was condemned with mined to maintain their just rights should plan to swindle him out of his property.— the fife and drum. Mr. Riddell, the Cashier
we should judge that the granite will be
much severity by Sir Robert Peel and other they be assailed by the Mexican powers.
Gen. Kim [the V
Both Smith and Clark are Michigan men, of the Planters’ Bank, ordered them to play
found equal to that of this well known quar
members.
and have, until recently, been residents of ¡Yankee Doodle! a tune, which we believe ry.—Baih Inquirer.
ernor.
The latest Paris papers state that Zumal
Monroe,
from
whence
they
came
to
this
place.
’
has never been so prostituted before—and we
From the Havana.—Through the politeness
acarreguy, the commander of the Carfist for of Mr. Coffee, of the Merchants’ Exchange, At the instance of Clark, and some of the trust will never be again. The unhappy suf
There was rost in
Singular.—The Montreal Herald states that
ces, had been carried to Durango, where his we have been favored with the perusal of the leading men of Monroe, Smith was appoint ferers frequently implored a drink of water,—
a laboring man named Hawkins died in that
wock, accord ig to I
leg was amputated, in consequence of the
“Diario Mercantil” of Havana, dated 17th ed by the acting governor of Michigan, Jus they were refused ! Mr. North seems to
Monday nigh last.
wound which he received before Bilboa. The July, received by the schooner Henry Catn- tice of the Peace for Toledo. Several petty have had some presentiment of the violence city on the evening of Sunday the 19th ult.
command of the army devolves upon Gen. erdon, Captain Redmond, just arrived below suits were brought by Clark against Odill be to which they would proceed, as he request from the effects of a sting on the cheek, from
A house o lupiet
Eraso. A proclamation has been issued by at the Lazaretto. This paper contains no fore Smith, and judgment of course was al ed a friend of his, Mr. Mitchell, to protect his some venomous insect, on the previous
Thursday. Before medical advice was re
Don Carlos, declaring that every foreigner particular account of the insurrection which ways given for the plaintiff. At length Odill family if any thing happened to him.
Factory Jslan in Sa
sorted to, breathing was obstructed, and the
who may be taken in arms, shall be delivered took place, amongst the blacks at that port on became vexed, and believing that there was
Dr. Bodley’s brother, or Mr. Hest, his broth
ning during t sevei
to a military commission and executed. This Sunday the 12th of July, but publishes the a combination between the two to swindle er-in-law, is stated to have cut the rope, by swelling had extended over a greater portion
last week. T I Hous
proclamation was issued, when the intelli sentence and decree of the authorities, by him out of his property, made some remarks which four of the unfortunate men were of the body. He expired in a most dreadful
state
of
agony,
and
has
left
a
wife
and
six
damage.
Mri h vva
gence of the intended intervention was re whom six of the ring-leaders were tried and which were construed slander by Clark, and launched into eternity. Mr. Winfield .hrew
young children. What species of insect he
«scaped witht Lch
ceived in the Carlist camp.
immediately
another
suit
was
brought
before
the
nearly
lifeless
body
ofHelms,
(or
Cullum)
convicted. The sentence was that the par
The Paris journals repeat an article, copied ties be shot in the back, and that their Smith and judgment given against Odill for from the scaffold, which presented a sight was stung by, the Herald says, we could not
ascertain, but he described it as having been
from a Hamburg paper, dated Berlin, 10th heads be cut off, and exposed to public $100. This took place on Saturday night, shocking to humanity !
A,nosAllen knot
very small.
June, which states that the Emperor of Aus view, at a number of the most public places, and an execution was immediately issued in
The company consisted of 30 or 40 per
State Sena and i
tria had openly declared himself against all all of which was carried into effect on the the night—Odill’s horsesand property taken, sons, commanded by Captain Baumgard, and
County Trees It, by i
We
learn
from
the
Portland
Advertiser
that
species of foreign intervention in the affairs 16th of the month.—Phil. Gaz.
and on Monday morning offered for sale to armed by the United States for a very differ
fer Hancoeki
of Spain.
satisfy this and the other judgments held by ent purpose, that of protecting their fellow the steamer McDonough will run between
Wni
Portland and Gardiner on the Kennebec, and
The Journal des Debats states, on the au
* Bluehill, li hh.
Clark and Smith !
citizens,
and
maintaining
the
supremacy
of
From
Havana.
—
Capt.
Mosher,
of
ship
thority of a paragraph from a German paper,
The citizens of Toledo, having by’ this the laws. Such conduct would disgrace Al that she will commence her trips on the first
that the proposed marriage of the Duke of Aquetnet, from Havana, 19th ult. informs lime become familiar with these several facts, giers, and could hardly have occurred in a oi August. She had better come to this
of Co 'option
Messrs.
Topliff,
that
on
the
15th
there
was
a
town, to which place she will find plenty of
Orleans with the niece of the Emperor Ni
collected in a body, to the number of fifty or barbarous state.
learn from "■apt. M
water,
and
we
doubt
not
a
good
share
of
cholas, would be regarded with great favor second attempt at insurrection among the a hundred, and demanded of the officer who
The wife of one of the sufferers, half dis
twy, who ]( ’t Talc
by the Autocrat and the Northern Powers slaves, which was put down immediately by was about to sell it, a delivery of the proper tracted at the cruel treatment and murder of business if her trips should be made regular
April, that i “« prii
the
troops.
There
was
a
good
deal
of
sick

ly
so
as
to
be
depended
upon
by
travellers.
generally.
ty to the owner and to have the whole pro her husband, trembling for her own safety, in
port and ofC 'Jcepti
ness
in
the
harbor
of
Havana.
—
B.
Patriot.
Count Lennox, the projector of the balloon
Hallowell Advocate.
ceedings stayed, which was complied with. tears, begged permission to inter her hus
«Nation of th eart I
ship with which it was intended to perform
Clark was then required by the citizens to band’s body—it was refused ! She was af
I Valparaiso. ' fa,
Death
by
Cholera
in
Buffalo
i
—
We
learn
by
a voyage from Paris to London some time
The Indemnity—Intelligence was brought leave the place, and Smith was notified that terwards compelled to fly, with her orphan
.most of them jch a
since, is at present in London, and intends, it by the last arrival, that the King of the French it would not answer for him any longer to child, in an open skiff, for her personal secu a gentleman of this village, who returned
M sufficient t i proti
from Buffalo day before yesterday, that Winjs said, to make an experiment from that cap had given his royal assent to the American exercise his office. Clark immediately pro rity.
raiMenbe<>
sor Brigham, an old resident of Sheridan, in
?inS
Indemnity Bill. The question naturally ari ceeded to Monroe, where, as we have before
ital to Paris.
son over, it j! their
The same fate was threatened to any per this county, died of cholera at Buffalo oa
The Spanish Expedition.—General Orders ses, what course will our government now said, he had lived, and was well known, and son who should dare to cut down the bodies
new site for th city o
have this morning been issued from the Span adopt ?• The New York Gazette asks— got out warrants for all the citizens who had before the expiration of the twenty-four Sunday morning.
1 - re,)u;
«H
»
P. S. Since the above was written we
ish Office, signed by Col. de Lacy Evans, an “ Would it not be advisable to draw again interfered to defeat his rascality. On Wed hours. At 11 o’clock the next day they were
nentikji:.
10 1
nmdwellingl
[ponili
nouncing that Major Kirby will assume the upon France for the first payment ? In the nesday last a small posse of Michigan officers cut down and thrown together in a hole have conversed with a gentleman in whom
earth is
charge and command of the 1st Battalion of event of the bill’s not being duly honored, the came out, headed by Clark, and undertook which had been dug near the gallows, with the utmost confidence can be placed, who
■ [ated region. lot cal,
t con
the British Legion ; and that the officers of fact would be known before the meeting of to arrest Messrs. George McKay and T. Stick out coffins or any other preparations, except said the Board ofHealth informed him before
he left Buffalo on Monday, that there were
(with
that battalion are to join the depots at the Isle Congress and our legislators would then be ney, and carry them to Monroe to answer to a box into which one of them was put.
states bat ev
six cases of cholera there on Sunday, two of
of Dogs by 1 o’clock to-morrow, and report able to adopt such measures in the premises the complaint. These gentlemen refused to
Pei’ienM ran
ev
Thus ended this disgusting and horrible
mark,
lhl!
themselves there to Maj. Kirby. This bat as to them should seem meet and proper.” go, and declared their intention of defending occurrence. We understand the magistrates which were fatal. He expected the Board
talion, consisting of 500 men, is now entirely We see no objection to this step ; and per themselves rather than be again dragged off attempted to interfere, but were cautioned at would commence reporting on Monday or
Tuesday.—Fredonia Censor.
complete, and will sail on Sunday morning, haps it is the best that could be adopted in and abused by a Michigan posse, (having
“»'M« i urs.—,
their peril not to intermeddle in the affair.
in steamers, for Falmouth. The completion the pressnt state of the question. Mr. Liv both been arrested and imprisoned once 'be
Another New Orleans paper gives the fol
Nashville, July 16.—We understand there
of the 2d battalion is proceeding with great ingston’s communication to the Duke de fore, on some equally trivial complaint.)—
lowing account of another bloody outrage in have been 25 deaths from the cholera in the
hew, t
rapidity, and it is expected to take its depar Broglie undoubtedly embraces the only “ ex One of the officers (Wood) seized Stickney Mississippi.
Penitentiary ; 24 of whom were convicts—
Js ton
ture about Wednesday.—-Each battalion, for planation” that will be offered.—Bos. Trav. and undertook to force him out of the house,
On the 4th inst.a dispute occured at Deer and what is a remarkable fact, not one of
the present, will consist of 500, men, to be af
S?18 assiste, »ospel
when a scuffle ensued, in which Stickney in Creek, Washington co. Mississippi, between those who had it two years ago, when the
terwards increased by drafting. The uni
A something, called the Sea-serpent, was flicted a wound upon the officer with a dirk Messrs. Hashburger and Chaney, which re
W«wrille,a Oev
iRsv.i
form coat is red, turned up with tyellow. seen off Cape Ann harbor on Wednesday, knife which he held in his hand, and induced sulted in a fatal affray on the 6th, where the cholera prevailed, has now been the subject
The other appointments are similar to those 29th ult., by an old fisherman, who was so him to relinquish his hold. Clark, and friends of the latter were attacked by those of of the disease.
,unfa iand t|
in the British army.
much alarmed at the critter, that he pulled up Wood, the officer who was wounded, imme the former—in which two of each party lost
“"»Io tbe fops (
Gen.
Harrison
having
declined
being
a
can

Hitherto there has been every reason to stakes and cleared, without stopping to obtain diately returned to Monroe, where, at the or their lives, Messrs. Chaney and Chance on
’!cl»ilJ, by
didate for Vice President, the New York
le he
suppose that, at St. Petersburg, Berlin, and particulars. It had previously been seen by der of the acting governor, the mob or posse
one side; and Mr. Howard, with a negro
Commercial
recommends
Gen.
Joseph
Vance,
ields '
t
------\
T
,;
»
i
lecommenus
ixen.
josepn
vanco,
Vienna, the avowed adhesion of the Courts a coaster, between Portland and Harpswell, was raised that visited this ] ’
place on Saturday armed for the combat by Mr. Hashburger on for many years a Representative in Congress
at St. James’ and the Tuilleries to the cause steering for Cape Ann.
■ßaajorj «vas b
last.
the other.
. 1 from Ohio.
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Naiwral Phenomenon.—On the Chinese [THE POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT
During the thunder storm, on Friday, last
frontier, near Kiaki, while the weather was | It will be recollected by every one what
week, the schooner George Washington, of
very
calm
and
extremely
cold,
on
the
11th
of
an
outcry
the
administration
presses
made
SATURDAY, AUGUST 8, 1835.
PROBATE NOTICES.
Ma«chZtL1®re was observed a few minutes af- during the six years which Mr. Barrv held St. George, Me. while lying at anchor at Kit
toriiev n °
United <5.
MdlJ’t"’b;'’nseV>wefi dofSSft’«<
tery Point, was struck with lightning and her At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, within
ter
9,
P.
M.
at
an
extraordinary
elevation
in
----£
------.
.
j
.
the office of Postmaster General, because the Captffin, Stephen Gardiner, instantly killed.
Whig County ConventionT
and for the County of York, on the first Mon
The Whigs of York County are request the north west, a fiery meteor in a serpentine opposition asserted that great mismanao-eform of a most dazzling brightness. In an ment and abuses prevailed in that department 1 he George Washington was bound to Sa
day of August, in the year of our Lord eighSlaveTrad« a , Plraticallv en?,eiM ed to meet at the Court House, in Alfred, on
lem
with
a
load
of
wood
and
bark,
and
had
and thirty-five, by the Hon.
Monday the 24th of August next, at eleven i instant this meteor was converted into a bril of government. When the first expose of the put in for a harbor. She was considerably
was this d °n lke Coast of
------vuuoiuciiiwij
' HuI’vrdUdge °fsaid Court:
o’clock in the forenoon, for the purpose of liant cloud, resembling an immense blazing condition of this department was made by injured. p . p
™
<
• Lapt. Gardiner has left a wife and
HATCH, named executor in a
which proceeded
selecting candidates for State and County sheaf;
s!?®ai’ vvmcn
proceeded to
to precipitate
precipitate itself
itself some of the opposition members of Congress
ildren.’. .
|certain instrument purporting to be the
^cers>
y obliquely with extreme rapidity towards
___ the we well recollect what denunciations^were four children
'.""’stances whth f”'"1 a fe>*
The Meeting House at Kitterv Pointt \v«
wasa T™ and Rament of Elisha Hatch, late
earth, assuming the form* of "an enormous
Per order of the County Committee.
poured out upon the leaders of the opposition,
’ Wells,
.
in said, ,-----county, yeoman, deceased,
sheet of flame, which filled all the visible particularly upon Messrs. Clayton and Ewing^ also struck, and we learn considerably dam- ■ of
July 28, 1835.
aged, lhe electric fluid descended the rod i hav,ng pi’esented the same for probate •
space of the horizon with a light as clear as who were instrumental in bringing the abuses and
would have passed into the earth, withn,?ni?ppn That the
-- said
’ Jexecutor give
ORDERED
day, and separating into three portions dis and corruptions in the department to light.
RAIL ROAD MEETING.
out doing much injury, if it had been com notice to all persons interested, by caus
appeared.
The
roar
of
distant
thunder
was
*
UC
v
wclc
UCI1
The citizens of Kennebunk who feel an
They were denounced as having asserted the plete ; but some person having taken away ing a copy of this order to be published
oaid ^l>rig A1neri:‘OfATi"&
falsehoodIs, and the abilities and integinterest in the construction of a Rail Road , then heard, and this occasioned a tremulous vilest
.
----------the lower link of the rod, the fluid descend- three weeks successively
___ j -in
. . . .the
. . . - Kennebunk
I
motion
to
be
felt
in
the
houses.
T
.
„
______________
Two other rity of UJI1
Mr. Barry were both declared of the
from Portland to Portsmouth, through the
ed to the end and then passed into the body Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they
were perceived, but these were reck-1 first order.
towns on the sea-board, are requested to meet i sounds
.
. ;
.
- „ , . - were reck first order. Indeed no terms could be found of the building.
| may appear at a Probate Court to be held
tbe.e^boes of tbe
reverbera-! sufficiently violent to apply to those men who
at the Hall over the store of Messrs. James
Dr. Franklin, when on a visit to this town ■ at Alfred,
Al£’
in said county, on the first Mong from the neighboring mountains.
This j had the courage and the energy, in defiance
, on ([^'Monday evening phenomenon,
___ ______
which lasted but a few seconds,1 ofall the obstacles thrown in their wav by many years ago, remarked, that
Kittery ¡ ay T September next, at ten of the
said twenty ,,egri
l”'M next, at 7 o’clock, to which time and place
Point' was peculiarly liable to be struck with clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
r at U>ung0._Tbe ¡..J- « «ttainJ the meeting of Thursday evening last was .l? ”?L°í™,0_ned’ aS fa*' as-vet ascertained, the cringing sycophants at the footstool of lightning, on account of some attractive they have, why the said instrument should
the
least
damage.
—
Russian
paper.
adjourned.
.
'
power, to penetrate into the depths of iniqui- properties in the ledges in its neighborhood. i not be proved, approved and allowed as the
anted Joaqilina.B Miit
_____
------ ty. which pervaded this department. But time The correctness ot the Doctor’s observation , last will and testament of the said deceased.
delegates
The U. S. revenue cutter Ingham had fal- ’ rolled on, and the abuses became too glaring
Cumberland County.—Whig
1
.......... ... 8> but put off ttntfM
has been fully verified since that time, for
Attest, Wm.»Cutter Allen, Register.
ituiu
me several towns in Cumberland conn- i en *n
tke Mexican armed sch. Monte-jt0 be longer concealed, and the administra~
from the
A true copy—Attest,
there is scarcely a place in the country that
ty
met
in
Convention
at
Gray,
on
Wednesday
I
“
.'S,
0
''®?“
few
!h
°
‘
S
he
/
’
bU
u
being
i
1°?
‘
al?
tbe
.
ra6el
y
e
u
s
w
1
cre
forcel1
«rfmü
al»" "t'Poi'tant witne^’VS
Au«1 8
WM CbTtER Allen> Register.
has been so often struck, as the neighbor
.
w..r
on
ii\T
r-rt
J ( at 100 g^at a distance from her forthem to that the affairs of the department were in- hood of the Meeting House at Kittery Vomt.
nt whose testimony the nri ’Si 1 .t.
William Bradbury of New Gloucester
take effect, was uuauic
unable LU
to UIHJg
bring IJCI
her to, when
yolved in inextricable confusion ; that it was
------------- -WlltJil
llel.v goto trial. Then ,"®1'*
Portsmouth Gaz.
taking advantage of a flaw of wind, insolvent in its' pecuniary circumstances, and
.41 a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, with«‘.going to try the pris“*?S was chosen President, and Samuel True of tbe
Cumberland and Parker S. Libby of Gray, ran into tbe Porl oi’ Brassos, and the Ingham that money had been taken up, by a species
County of York, on the first
•nee, the misdemeanor and ,l * S
A bed of Lime Rock has recently been ex
i stood out to sea.
Monday m August, m the year of our Lord
of loan, to a very large amount, in total disre
Secretaries. Messrs. James
ay- The punishment
t,e"M were appointed secretaries.
James.
plored,
lying
in
the
town
of
Hope,
on
the
St.
eighteen hundred and thirty-hve bu the
U. S. reyenue cutter Ingham arrived at S.
le misdemeanor, is «tonic1'
R Cahoon of Portland, Clement H. Humphrey W. Pass on the 11th inst. from a cruize of gard of legal or constitutional authority.” George’s river ; together with an extensive
Honourable WILLIAM A. HAYES,^udge
Still Mr. Barry was retained in office, though
................. . ....... ‘
'
of said Court :
b
of Gray, David Dunlap of Brunswick and eight weeks in the Bay of Mexico. She con proved to the satisfaction of every man to be bed of pure Soap Stotie. The Quarry con
firms the report of the brig Gen. Santa Anna, notoriously incompetent ; he was a favorite tains Rock of a very dark color, and fine JEREMIAH S. PUTNAM, executor of the
—Jou,,'oA Samuel Farnsworth of Bridgton were nomina
last will of Phineas McIntire, late of
in relation to the supposed piratical sch. Mon of the ruling dynasty, was one of those who grain, which receives a most splendid polish.
The first outbreak at Vickshnwi ted as candidates for State Senators, and Roy tezuma, and further adds, that the M. not on had bent the knee the lowest in homage to There is also found among it, large quantities York, m said county, yeoman, deceased, hav
>e apology of sudden
. bllr?hi|l al Lincoln of Portland for County Treasurer. ly ran over the Brassos St. Jago Bar, where him who, in the United States, like Santa of the rock of which the Lcfayette Lime is ing presented his first account of administra
'•mild weVvJfimL"convention then
went into
into committee
committee there was scant water, but also ran amongst Anna in Mexico, really thinks that the coun manufactured—an article which for tenacity, tion of the estate of said deceased for allow
p
‘
'lie annexed
¡ ‘The vuuvemitm
men went
ie C
•
Cincinnati
Whig of 23d ult
of the wbo!e and balloted tor a candidate for i the breakers, where it will be difficult for her try will be benefited by his assuming the durability and" beauty when spread, closely ance : and also his private account against
Ageiitlernanofrp
0^^.. the
......result
_..u of whicbwasa imam- to get out. The American seamen imprison powers of“ supreme chief of the nation and resembles Plaster of Paris, and commands the estate of said deceased for allowance ;
as to-day
11?« *an oi’,‘esC1P^,„J:T^^.,
ectabilitylati' Governor,
readily from 25 to 50 cents advance per cask
ORDERED—That the said executor
ed at Vera Cruz and Campeachy were liber protector of the laws.”
Hississippi) which
Mi
v°te for the Hon. WILLIAM KING ated the day before the Ingham arrived off
At length, however, it was deemed expedi above the price of other lime. The tract con give notice to all persons interested, by
Hhe garn5|jt)g prew
Several spirited resolutions were St. Jago Bar.—JV. O. Bulletin, July 13.
ent to provide Some other situation for Mr. taining this Quarry has been bonded to some causing a copy of this order to be pub
severe chase, (in which soineofV' ^0^^’ amon£ them one approving the
Barry, and he was appointed Minister Pleni of our enterprising citizens, and we learn that lished three weeks successively, in the Ken
one portion of it has just been sold to a com nebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in
Washington National Monument Society.— potentiary to the Court of Spain.
•g party were killed,) and were waiii!,iOrninat'on of DANIEL WEBSTER for the
said county, that they may appear at a Pro
^Presidency._________________
Then it was that $ie industry and the tal pany on west for many thousand dollars.
We understand that the Society established
Belfast Advocate.
bate Court, to be held at Alfred, in said coun
in Washington for the very laudable purpose, ents of Amos Kendall were found necessary
—
ty, on the first Monday in September next, at
of erecting a magnificent Monument to the to restore order to this chaos. We have no
We lenm fk
~——
r^HE Crops {promise well in this quarter,
The people of Calais are talking of a rail- ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
eath, were dro\vnedgJiVf)meiSmilt Wheat’ Rye’ BarIey and Oats will he abund- memory of the Father of his Country, in the doubt of the abilities of Mr. Kendall for this' Toadvlrom that town to Boston. The Boun
cause, if any they have, why the said ac
metropolis of the nation, has commenced office, but we must confess that notwith
ty last. They went on t?
W5th * feW excePlions “(we are inform- making its collections in this district.
The standing his professions, we have but little dary Gazette mentions sales of real estate in ' counts should not be allowed.
that
town
at
great
prices.
A
six
acre
vacant
ion distance from the beach at
tbat several large pieces of Wheat have i Monument is to be erected by the voluntary confidence in his integrity. We are reluctant
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
A true copy,—Attest,
"1‘lie‘¡de flowed so much ¿’’been more or less, Injured, in-some cases ¡
»‘¿he white inhabitants of the to entertain suspicions of any man, but from j lot of Geo. Downes, sold for $8,500 and 16
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
vareof it as k, ¡„l¡1>l¡date tbeml>eom,detc|y ruined, i„ this vicinity, by a red U»:‘e<1 S.‘“‘»si ?»<“h»‘
»«■ the tenor of Mr. Kendall’s political life as we other acres sold for $1000 an acre. The bu
JVUllg
iUlU
UlUj
Aug. 8.
male and female, may have an opportunity understand it, we are fearful that he of all siness of that place is said to be increasing
rib ‘i- high wa^^^
"'hi»'' destroys the kernel.) Unless to contribute, the highest amount that each men now in the country, if be chooses so to rapidly.
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, within
id perished in each other’s embrace "æ a™ V'Slted by a" eaHy frost the Corn individual can subscribe is one dollar. In this do, will be the most successful in making the
and for the County of York, on the first Mon
Ultraism.—The Rev. Dr. Fisk, at the late
day m August, in the year of our Lord eigh
MewburyportiifroiP
be excellent. Potatoes look well. way, the Society believe, that a sum may be Post Office Department an electioneering meeting of the Colonization Society of New
teen hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon WM
obtained of sufficient magnitude to erect a rampart
ri,ol„• tn tlm
. to sustain
... andc elevate
, L,, ______undeserving;
-------at one
--------G»’ass is light,—but much better on the sea- Monument unequalled in the world, and rihon
_______ i ----- S I, York, made a remark which hits off;
A. HAYES,
of said Court:
ranlhlp
°f
mOre ‘ stroke of the PencH>the characteristic tendenie exti a session of the Legislatureoiiboard than in the interior. We returned yester- worthy of the country which gave birth to ,up,k 1 i lYe,.thlnk-10°’ ‘hat he chooses to | Cy of the age, more happily than we rememETSEY HATCH, executrix of the last
preven"’ rteTssuing^fbank
f'Orn?n eXC"rsio" ofsev»val days through the illustrious individual to whose memory it lo this, he is the man ofall others, to conduct her to have seen it done elsewhere
will of Bartholomew Hatch, late of Wells,
in said county, yeoman, deceased, having
is to be built. The Monument which they the work with such tact and system, that
« We live,” savs the speaker, » in an a«e
¡nomination than five dollars, pa<°me ™ tbe b'ter‘or towns of our County
contemplate erecting is to be commensurate ""briS...m S01ne vo!canlc. heaving of lhe of ull,-aism, and we can scarcely engage "n presented her first account of administra
-mate, but was lost in the house. ?nd ’n tbe easlern part of New Hampshire, with the gratitude of the American
/
people, People will ever overthrow it.t., Heaven grant [ any enterprise, in spile of the devil, but be tion of the estate of said deceased for allow
as passed on Friday by an unaniinjùring which we noticed that the grass was and to cost whatever amount can he raised tbat our fears may not be realized,
ance : and also her petition for an allowance
1 himself will turn charioteer, and ruin, by int hm M?UpeS’i~aI1 ío rnem*)ers ^'W'gbierand more backward there than on the by the contributions of those who now enjoy
^r- Kendall appears at this time to be bli ! temperate and furious zeal, a cause he can out of the personal estate of said deceased :
ORDERED—That the said executrix
i »mt Mr. Parker, of Sussex,-miiik t ® j
•
the freedom and prosperity which the noble SY ‘n reforming abuses, and introducing new not resist.
fimington and Susquehannah Rail!9ea’board-. Fru,t» on tbe contrary, is more
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
efforts and exertions of Washington have ' regulations into the Department. He seems
How
often
do
we
see
this
done.
mpany all the powers necessary fora¡jlbllndant in the interior than on the sea- placed within their reach. That amount, it ¡to have his hands full, for we observe that
ing a copy of this order to be published three
St. Louis Obs.
coqjpletion of their road.
ioard. Upon the whole, the prospect is that is thought, will be at least a million of dol- J manifesto after manifesto is constantly apweeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
lars. Our sister city of Washington has, we : Pea»jng.
r ., c
------------ he present will be -an uncommonly fruitful
The Post Master General has determined
would ask of those in power, what face ‘ that the piece of paper, constituting the that they may appear at a Prolate Court to be
•ommitfina H
/"~F.0Ur la(isReason, notwithstanding the backwardness of understand, manifested a truly patriotic spirit !
and liberality in forwarding this great and i
can now put on this matter—do they face of a seal, affixed to a legal instrument, held at Alfred, in said county, on the first
den, in this town, weretat we"?e spring and ,he sad P''»'“!»“»»« which were noble undertaking, and almost every man, think there was so much corruption and mis
Monday in September next, at ten of the clock
or other document, sent by mail, is not con- ■
the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
ore the Police Court, and subjecidtlttered SOfne lwo or three months since. The woman and child has, so far, contributed to management under Mr. Barry’s administra sidered chargeable with postage under the in
;
have, why the said account should not be al
tion, or that the demonstrations of reform law.’—Boston Post.
j and cost, amounting to nearly nni(|ftbors °f the husbandmen will again be re- wards its completion.—Alexandria Gazette.
lowed, and said allowance made.
made by the present head of the department
î. The audacity of mischievous bearded with abundant harvests, and new
If any Post Master has exacted or deman
Attest, VVm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Gamblers.—A New Orleans paper men are nothing but affectation ?
ded
postage
on
a
‘
piece
of
paper
(«instituting
iationqe«nTnn0 °btai" ^’^'^ause given for gratitude to the Dispenser of tions that a meeting of many respectable citi
A true copy—Attest,
Newburyport
Herald.
the face of a seal,’ he has done it in direct vi
¡aiious and annoying in lhe extra« . ,
, c
.
v .
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
trust this example will have a satajl1 bless,ngs and for u»wavermg confidence zens had been held in that city, on the eve
olation of the instructions of the department.
Aug. 8.
ning
of
the
14th
ult.
with
a
view
to
the
insti

Cost
of
Rail-roads.
—
The
difference
of
cost
The 43d section ofinstructions, prepared by
( upon them.—Salem Reg.
1 His benevolence and wisdom.
tution of some sort of. ‘ quarantine régula- in different lines of Rail-roads results as well Maj. Barry, and furnished to every Post Mas- At
‘ a Court ofProbate held at Kennebunk, with
hnriC! * Od O IlnHl’ini» nn-nînnf- ♦ I x
, 4. _ AT
tions,
’
as
a
barrier
against
the
influx
into
New
i
from
the
different
modes
of
constructing
them
'
ter in 1832, is in these words —‘ But v
in and for the County of York, on the first
Granite Speculations.—A sort of granite An°ther daily paper is to be published in
.........
’
‘
’
But you
Orleans ofcertain suspicions characters from ,
from the difference of the ground over will not charge postage upon a seal affixed
Monday in April, in the year of our Lord
appears to be raging hereabouts,atian«°*'» entitled the “Daily Commercial Ad- Vicksburg, Natchez under-the-Hill, and oth- which they are constructed—as these differ a piece of paper, nor uuon the nanpr rnn«
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon
i.
Every piece of white ledge, ^ríiser.” The first number will be issued in er places above, whence they had been dis- I you find them costing from one hundred and a piece of paper, nor'upon the paper consti
tuting such seal.’
ourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
,ve c;"‘ !eal;n> bas
‘“iMe course of a week or two, «nd will be pub- lodged. The meeting adjourned to next eve- thirty-five thousand dollars a mile down to two
Court:
i and rhinsburg. While the peoiil. , , t.
t
.UNION ACADEMY.
■^TATHAND. APPLETON and ABIEL
town and neighboring towns, e»e».,bed by the l,resen‘ P’»Pnetor of the ‘ Pe- ning, when there was another large attend- thousand dollars a mile. The plan adopted
ance of the citizens—James W. Breedlove,■ f°r the most expensive Roads of tunnelling
The trustees of Union Academy are here
HALL, guardians of Wm. P., Marye city of Bangor, have been takingwa5C0¿ Freeman,” an administration journal, Esq. presiding. What feasible mode of pre-! through mountains, or excavating to great
by notified that a meeting of the‘Board will Ann, and Sarah-Jane Griffin,
M..., ......
minors, and
e granite wastes of Phipsburg, the Fiihe ‘ Bangor Whig,' the only daily now púb venting the ingress of those persons was sug- j depth through hills and levelling valleys by be held in the Hall of said Academy, on the ' children of Charles Griffin, late of Alfred, in
------- __ ---- ---- XM.HVytJ, nl
era have retreated to Harpswell w^hed in Bangor, is. as its title indicates, an gested or adopted, we do not learn ; the pa- embankments, is not necessary to the con- 25th day of August, at 5 o’clock P. M.
‘
said county, .......................
blacksmith, deceased,‘ having
pre
have carried the contagion and Hvocate ofwh¡g pl.¡ncip|es.
pers of the 16th not containing the details of struction of a good and useful and durable
John Butler, President of the Board.
sented their second account of guardianship
ict containing ‘granite enough. 1
p r
r
the proceedings, but promising them ata fu- Rail-way.
" ‘
A different plan, and one which
of their said wards for allowance :
visited two places where quam«'The Somerset Journal of Wednesday con- ture day.
I think for its cheapness, as well as for its fit
The present term of study in Union Acad
ORDERED—That the said guardians give
ng, one in Phipsburg and one on H.
~
..
ness to our climate of frost .and snow, is that emy will close on the 25th of August. Ex notice to all persons interested, by causing a
in the southern part of this town;nsacallforawb,gcollRty convention, to
of
constructing
the
road
upon
piles,
by
which
Sad Accident.—The Berkshire Courier re
amination to commence at 9 o’clock A.. M.
a careful examination and compati bedd at Anson, on the 20th inst.—The lates that on Saturday, the 25th ult. Leonard | you may keep the level without expensive Vacation will be two weeks. Next term to copy of this order to be published three
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
a specimen from the Hallowell quane paper recommends the nomination of Lewis, a young man aged about 25, belong-I embankments, or excavations—may raise it commence the ninth day of September, and zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
hould judge that the granite wil!}n>
as the whig candidate for Gov- ing to Marlborough, N. H. went to the river! above the ordinary depth of snow and con continue 12 weeks.
that they may appear at a Probate Court to
I equal to that of this well known qilon
at that place, (Great Barrington,) for the pur-! struct the whole at a mere fraction of the ex
Carleton Parker, Principal.
held at Alfred, in said county, on the first
Bath Inquirer.
"
_______________ _
pose of bathing. His employer was with him, | pense of Roads laid upon stone foundations.
Kennebunk, August 8,1835.
Monday in September next, at ten of the
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, ifany
ngular.—Th?MhûürëârHeraldstatesiTbere waa «°s‘in th»
of Norridg- but not liking the appearance of the water, I —That you may understand what kind of
'declined going in—but Lewis laughed at him Road I speak of, I will give you a short ex
HYMENEAL.
they have, why the said account should not
loring man named Hawkins died in il>ck» according to the Somerset Journal, on for his cowardice,—and plunging in was car-1 tract from Wood’s account of the South Car
be allowed.
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Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
last,
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1 the effects of a sting on the cheek,(
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A true copy—Attest,
He was afterwards taken out below the dam, I Charleston to Hamburgh, opposite Augusta,
L
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A
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W
ildes
,
eldest
daughter
of
Col.
e venomous insect, on the prenA house occupied by a Mr. Cotton, on and although life was not -theh extinct, he I Geo. a distance of 135^ miles. The defile is Ephraim Wildes.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
?kug. 8.
gently undulating, frequently nearly level.
irsday. Before medical advice was^ctory Island, in Saco, was struck by light- died shortly afterwards.
In Saco, Mr. Aaron Witham, to Miss Sarah
The superstructure is composed of flat iron Upton, both of Biddeford.
id to, breathing was obstructed, anL during the severe shower on Friday of
CoiMisiisssosiers’ Notice.
Ilins’ had extended over a greaterpff
In Somersworth, N. H. Mr. James Longee of
We understand that Dr. Hamblen was shot bars, attached to wooden string pieces 6 by
E, the subscribers, having been appoint
-e body,
body. tie
He expiieu
expired in
in a most
dr»«
"
eek
Tbe
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very
hule
10
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supported
generally
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the
luust u.«
Boscawen, to Miss Ann Delano of Lebanon.
through the heart, while sitting in his house
ed by the Hon. William A. Hayes,
> of agony, and has left a wife «»linage. Mrs. C. was also struck, but she reading a newspaper, in Carroll county, on lattbr are secured by ties and are sometimes
In Saco, Mr. William Huntress of Orono, to
Judge of Probate of Wills, &c., within and
lier children.
ciiiiuieii. What species of insetlicaped without much injury.
the evening of the 28th ult. by some person of a prodigious length. They have been driv Miss Eliza Moulton.
for the County of York, to receive and exam
stung by, the Herald says, we coiiMi
coulj
------ ------------ -------------------------------------------- __
Vv« iuub
who was concealed
in ~a thicket «a >few
rods en to a great depth in some of the marshes,
ine the claims of creditors to the estate of
OBITUARY.
nain, but he described it as having »Amos Allen was nominated as a candidate distant. A person who was suspected of which the road crosses, and in other parts of
BARTHOLOMEW HATCH,
j small.
i<r State Senator and Francis B. Morgan for committing the deed, bad been pursued to the work they form a substitutefor embank
DIED—In Boston, on Saturday last, very late of Wells, in said county, yeoman, deceas
ments, which latter have not been resorted to,
,aIounty Treasurer, by a Jackson Convention |Xt^“Kdvkàl
suddenly,
of
bilious
fever,
Mr.
Ralph
Sargent,
ed, represented insolvent, do hereby give no
except in very limited situations. The Rail
aged 28, son of Mr. Amos Sargent, of Wells, and
Ve learn fro trii the Po[‘tIa"MIA^e’5r Hancock Western Senatorial District, held
way resembles a continuous and prolonged brother to Mr. Morrill Sargent, who died 25th ult. tice, that six months are allowed to said cred
steamer McDonough will iun »
itors to bring in and prove their claims, and
A Steamboat is building at New York, in bridge. The exposed parts of the wood
In Boston, on Thursday, 30th ult. William
fland and Gardiner on the KeniA Pinehill, I8th ult.
service,
at thedwelihr «r.n nC that we shall attend
« that
uiu. ovt
v ll,C, ctl
UJeUWCIwork have been protected by a coat of heated Augustus Frost, aged 19 years, only
son
of
i
tended
to
ply
between
that
city
and
Provi

she will commence her trips on tie
—-------- ——%?«
I1 linS house
Es0OIU
q- in»»C11S,
said Wells,
- - ------of Moses Clerk, JU
tar and oil. iMr. Wood states the cost of this John Frost, Esq. of Bangor and recentttiy
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~
■
dence,
in
connexion
with
the
Boston
and
oi this i on the
. sp
__n<q a
ntIllvia„ of August inst., and
„„J
XtHHisr She had better come M City of Conception and Talcahuana.—We
second
Saturday
Road at four thousand five hundred and town.
n tn which place she will find pH=am from CafH. Mayhew of the ship Vic- Providence Railroad—the dimensions of
on
the
second
Saturdays
of
the
five
following
In
Boston,
William
Goddard,
Esq.
aged
54.
—
twenty
dollars
a
mile
—
about
five
hundred
nd w doubt not a good Mry who left Talcahuana on the 20th of which are, 200 feet in length, 30 feet beam,
months, from two to four o’clock, P. M.
William Ritchie, Esq. aged 57.
hpr trios should bemader^prd, that the principal inhabitants of that and 12 feet hold—with two Engines of 110 dollars more per mile is required to defray the
;
MOSES CLARK,
ness if hei |; . n „
tray|®Jrt and of Conception had left, since the des- horse power each, and 9 feet stroke. She cost of six locomotive engines—one hundred
JOSEPH EATON.
SHIP MEWS.
j as to be dep
¡janowdl >«cilation of the earthquake, and proceeded to will be built entirely of live oak, white oak, and sixty wagons and their appendages.
Wells, August 3, 1835.
If
such
a
Road
will
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purposes,
locust
and
cedar
—
and
will
be
a
splendid
____ _
alparaiso. Tbe families that remained, bad
KENNEBUNK, AUGUSTS, 1835.
and 1 know of no good objection to it, our
l'ealhbyCholeramnp
Im Cholera in Buffalo-^ Wost of them each a little temporary shantee structure.
POWDER.
stock will soon find customers enough.
MEMORANDA.
Ip
KEGS warranted’Gun Powder,
Portsmouth
Journal.
Saco, July 28—Ar. sloop Speed, Nickerson,
B Buffalo dav before yes’te’rday.ttttns, then beginning to fall. The rainy sea.
Lightning.—In the severe tempest on
for sale by the subscriber.
Dennis; sch. David Porter, Sears, Dennis ; 29th,
Ruttdio day
j
ofSbenMn over, it is their intention not to seek a Wednesday evening last, the lightning struck
BARNABAS PALMER.
Disclosure.
—
A
student
of
Amherst
Col

sch.
Hero, Rogers, Duxbury ; sloop Boston
Brigham, an
/ .,hn|pra at Bufifew site for the city of Conception, (as they the dwelling house of Dr. William Gordon,
August 5,1835.
lege, who has sustained a high reputation as Packet, Wheelwright, Boston ; sch. Sally, Davis,
county, died of cholera
f
j
of Hingham. Several members of Dr. Gor
Boston; Aug. 1st, schs. Betsey, Leavitt, Boston ;
day morning.
wfitteiifent dwellings upon the same spot.
don’s family were sitting in the room where a scholar, a very exemplary man and even a Mercator, Scarnman, do. ; Friendship, Moore,
. S. Since the a'
.jeman ¡B nil The earth is not calm and quiet in that ill- the fluid first entered, and some of them were religious character, and of undoubted integri do. ; 3d, schs. Ant, Gray, Portsmouth ; Fornax,
UST received, fifty bbls, of Superfine
e conversed with a&
p|aCed|4ted region. It continues to quake, daily, considerably affected by a difficulty of breath ty, was detected last week in pilfering money Chase, Plymouth ; Hudson, Clark ; Eagle, Ben
Gennessee Flour, newly ground, for sale
from
his
class-mates.
From
one
individual
utmost confidence
. e(j himtefitad sometimes with considerable severity. ing, but we are happy to learn; without ex
Boston ; Increase, Philbrook, do.; Susan,
by the subscriber.
WM. LORD.
he abstracted about $40, and since this dis son,
[ the Board of Health in ^^^nhpt. M. states that every shock which is ex periencing any serious injury.
do. ; Echo, Jordan, do.—Sailed, July 31st, schs.
Kennebunk, August 8,1835.
closure, other cases of larceny have come to Ann Greely, Huff, Boston ; Marcia, Pool, Glou
left Buffalo on Mo11 fl’ g^y^terienced raises the sea above high-water
William Gwynn Jones, the late editor of the light. We understand his name is Mer cester ; sloops Boston Packet, Wheelwright,
cases of cbo^era diere
tej
It is not uncommon there, (says he,)
ich were fatal. He exp
have high-water two or three times in the the Baltimore Gazette, who was lately com rill, a member of the Sophomore Class, and a Boston ; Only Daughter, Kelly, Dennis ; Aug.
HANDSOME assortment of Yellow,
uld commence reporting
ourse of gjx foom-s.-jy; Bedford Gaz.
mitted to jail foi’ stealing letters from the Bal native of Boston. He was a charity student. 1st, sch. Ann Chase, Portland; sloop George
Washington, Bassett, Dennis ; sch. David Por
Opaque and Russia Quills ; Steel Pens;
esdaV.-Fredonia Censor.
----------------timore Post Office, has been released from He absconded immediately and thus far has ter,
Sears,
Dennis
;
Charles,
Morrill,
Ports

English Writing Ink;
-------- —‘
. D| di! Rev. W. A. Drew, the former editor of the prison, on giving bail in the sum of $6000 to eluded all efforts at detection.—JV*. Courier.
mouth ; Angerona, Jordan, Boston ; Sally, Da American Black and Red do ;
/aiWWe, JwZv
Wea „L|prfiiillnte,nSencer, has commenced the publica- appear at his trial.
Liberal q^er.—The Boston Phrenological So vis, do. ;3d,schs Susan, Boston ; Maine,Smith, Ink-powders ; Crayons;
p been 25 deaths from the cH
,^on of the «Gospel Banner” at Augusta,
ciety
have offered a premium of $100 for the do. ; Benevolence, Chase, Dennis ; Helen, Bar Writing and Letter paper—a great variety—
Gov. Cass, offered his farm at Detroit four
¡tpntiarv ; 24 of whom were
le ¡s assisted by Rev. Calvin Gardener of
best
original
essay, the design of which shall ker, Yarmouth ; Hero, Rogers, Boston.
by the quire or ream ;
what is a remarkable fact,^ ^ijVaterville, and Rev. George Bates of Turner. years ago for 36,000 dollars. He sold only a
At Aux Cayes, 12th ult. brig Brutus, Merrill, Writing and Letter paper—ruled to every
be
to
disprove
the science of Phrenology.
!6ra me vailed,1 has now been the s# We un(]erstan(j that much damage was | small portion of the same farm, divided into The premium to be awarded by a committee for New York, 12
pattern usually enquired for.
lots, a week or two since, for 169,000 dollars
Ar. at Boston, 1st inst brig Watchman, Pat
of five gentlemen, all of whom are unbeliev
D. REMICH.
e J’ e------------------------------ one to the crops of corn and grain, in this by public sale.
from New Orleans, 10th, S. W. Pass l5th For sale by
ers in the doctrines of Phrenology. All arti- terson,
June 20.
ult.
icai
• —-------..jtiicinity, by the heavy wind on Saturday
A ,. .
, ....
.
! cles intended for the premium are to be forAt Havana, 18th ult. brig Perseverance, Burn
Harrison having dechnea s ^jghL jyjany fje]ds were completely prostraA block of brick buildings, consisting of six | warded free of expense to John S. Sleeper,
INE CLAPBOARDS of first quality,
L fni- Vice President, the i
and much was broken and thus destroy- two story brick dwelling-houses, has been I Boston, Secretary of the Society, by the first ham, Portland, soon.
“^¡alrecornineudsto;
Freeman.
At Matanzas, 22d ult. brig Horace, Foss, Ant
for sale by
MILLER & HALL.
moved safely at Baltimore, 12 feet in the rear, of March.—Penobscot Freeman.
werp, loading.
July 16,1835.
„any years a Repiesen»“
i Ohio.
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DR. JUDKINS’

NATURE’S GRAND RESTORATIVE. I

& PJEXW

ITCH OINTMENT.

HIS Vegetable Medicine stands unrival-1
OlJVTMFdVt
led for the following complaints, viz
...
...
.
**
[Price reduced to 25 cenis.j(able medicine is celebrated
THE HOUR OF REST.
—Dyspepsia or Indigestion ; Diseased Liver ; ^®^HIS valuable
Consisting of the American People’s Magazine,
Which cures in less than one hour’s appli Bilious Disorders ; Jaundice ; Dropsy ; AsthWhen brightly glows the kindling west,
ing
the
following
diseases.
for curing
diseases;
united with the Penny Magazine of the Lon
And slanting shadows point him home,
cation. See directions.
ma ; Costiveness ; Bilious Cholic ; for Worms; White Swellings of every description • ,SOrj
don Society for the Diffusion of Useful flpHE
j
The ploughman hails the hour of rest,
character of this celebrated Oint- Pains in the Side, Stomach, and Breast ; Loss Legs and Ulcers of long standing ; Gland»
That calls him to his humble dome.
JL ment stands unrivalled for being a safe,
Knowledge.
of Appetite ; Colds and Coughs ; Hoarseness; | |lar tumors ; Felons or Catarrhs ; Rheuma(t
and certain cure for that loathsome ! Shortness
HE present publishers of the People’s speedy
i
of Breath ; N'ervous
Com-!lie pains of the Joints; Sprains, Bruises
Welcome the home-returning hour !
called the Itch—and for all kinds of
Magazine, being desirous of improving j disease
i
For, wearied- all the summer day,
r plaints, fyc.
.and Tetters ; Chilblains or parts affected b?
pimples
on the skin. It is also a valuable ar
its character, and rendering it more deservI]
He feels its renovating power,
This medicine is of a warming, cheering
It is also good for Scalds and Borns
ticle
for
the
Salt
Rheum
and
Chilblains.
ing
of
the
extensive
patronage
which
it
hash
and invigorating nature : whereas, it is well frost.
1
And cheerily his pulses play.
For glandular swellings, it is superior J
received, have resolved on enlarging its size, j The'well known JAUNDICE BITTERS, known many other cathartics have directly
by uniting with it the London Penny Maga-, which are so eminently useful for removing Jj an opposite tendency; and it has a most pow- any
The western breeze is sighing balm,
medicine yet known. It is muchsafe[
;
I
°PP°’‘ ®¿e"ae”’ ,PT u ‘
The robin thrills his plaintive song,
zine, which they propose to republish entire, iall Jaundice and Billious complaints.
' j no other medi than mercurial applications, fas it does not
And evening’s hush and holy calm
and without alteration. The general excel- J/resli
,
biJ cine,
cine, in
removing Nervous
Nervous co
in removing
complaints. It is contain
,
the smallest atom of that mineral
Come o’er him as he trips along.
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
fence and high reputation of the Penny Mag
pleasant to take, and in its operation so much because it does not lay the patient liable J
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
azine, which is published under the patron
so, that it may be administered to the tender injury from exposure to cold.
The smoke is curling o’er the hill,
age of the British Society for the Diffusion of Wholesale by W. C. MITCHELL, Portland,
infant with safety.
His cot emerges from the trees—
and
Henshaw
&
Co.
Delano
&
Whitney,
Hastings,
It cures the worst Felons or Whitlows
Useful Knowledge, and of which 200,000 Marsh & Co. W. C. Stimpson. Low and Reed, J. P.
That spot of earth, the dearest still,
CERTIFICATES.
the application of forty-eight hours.
copies are sold in Great Britain, have induced i Hall and others, Druggists in Boston, and allordersto«
His home, his own dear home, he sees !
Portsmouth, N. H. Aug. 19, 1833.
the publishers of the People’s Magazine to a- be addressed to Jesse Daniell, & Co. Dedham, Mass.
matisms which have stood so long as to bf.
Dr. Charles Holman,—About three years
dopt this course, as that in which they can
And now what pleasure wings his feet,
come a systematic disorder, require ntedi.
since,
I
was
induced
to
try
a
bottle
of
your
What gladness dances in his eye !
best promote the interest and meet the wish
COJTEE.
cine to be taken inwardly to remove thej
When tottering forth, his steps to meet,
es of their numerous readers. The articles Qi) BAGS COFFEE, just received and for Nature’s Grand Restorative, for a complaint at
entirely. But in most cases, by appjyjd
the
stomach,
to
which
1
had
been
subjectHis little prattling children hie !
contained in that work are not all equally agaje |j
subscriber. WM. LORD.
(probably
occasioned
by
an
obstruction
of
this
ointment externally as directed, it B.|
dapted to the wants and the taste of the
July 4.
He’ll snatch his infant to his lip,
some of the unimportant organs.) I found give relief.
American
Reader
;
yet
few
of
them
can
be
And press its cherry color’d cheek ;
great relief from the use of it, and ever since
CERTIFICATES.
rejected as undeserving attention even on this
Then o’er the threshold lightly skip,
have kept it in my house as a family medi
side
of
the
Atlantic.
Few
of
them
are
on
sub

WASHINGTON, MARCH 22, 1820,
And to his loved companion speak.
cine
;
—
its
beneficial
effects
have
been
experi

HE subscribers, having contracted with
jects of mere local interest—politics are ex
Sir—My son being afflicted for
the town of Kennebunk-port, to sup enced by several members of my family. Re than five years with While Swelling, J
cluded—and discussions of doubtful and dis
t( Let those who seek the crowded hall,
spectfully
your
Ob
’
t.
Sv
’
t.
port
the
Poor
of
said
town
the
present
year,
And all the city’s heartless blaze,
puted questions are rarely introduced.—
having applied every remedy recommend
v *
WILLIAM WALKER.
Rejoice when evening g-ives the call,
The prominent subjects are striking points hereby give notice that they have made the
by
the most eminent physicians within
necessary
provisions
for
their
support.
They
To mingle in its wilder mg maze.
I, the subscriber, of Portsmouth, N. H. do
of Natural History—accounts of the Great I
Works of Art in Sculpture and Paint-] therefore forbid all persons harboring or trust hereby certify that my son was afflicted with reach, without success, I at length procut((
“ I envy not their glittering shows,
ing—descriptions of such Antiquities as pos- i ing any of the paupers of said town, as they the scrofulous humor, for two years, and I one jug of Dr. Judkins’ Patent Specific Oint.
That cannot yield them joys like mine,
are determined to pay no-bill for their sup have in the same time used many medicines ment, and state, for the benefit oftheafflic!.
Rich with what bounteous heaven bestows, sess historical interest—personal Narratives of j port.
JOHN HUTCHINS, 3d.,
recommended for said complaint with the ad ed, that before one jug, was Used aped
Blest with these children’s love and thine.” Travellers—Biography of men who have had
FRANCIS BOSTON.
dition of six bottles of Swain’s Panacea and
a permanent influence on the condition of the
cure was effected. My son has enjovei
Kennebunk-port, April 21,1835.
all to no effect until I was induced to call on
world—established Facts in Statisticsand Po
good
health ever since. 1 ba ve no doub,
HOW TO CHOOSE A WIFE.
Dr. Charles Holman, who recommended his
litical Economy—and other subjects of a like
TAKE NOTICE.
As much beauty as preserves affection,
Nature’s Grand Restorative and after using to the Ointment alone he is indebted
general interest, accompanied with a great
As much sprightliness as shuns dejection,
number of Engravings, to illustrate almost HHHE subscriber, having contracted with one bottle only my son was restored to per nothing else was used for morethannjJ
Of modest diffidence as claims protection,
JL
the overseers of the poor of the town fect health. I therefore conceive it a duty I months before the application oftheQ'J
every variety of subjects.
A mind subservient and conscious of attention,
of Wells, to support all the paupers belong owe to the public to recommend this medi ment.
Respectfully,
These
subjects,
however,
are
of
course
se

Yet stored with sense, reason-and reflection
ing to said town, for the term of one year from cine for the above complaint and likewise for
lected
with
reference
to
the
condition
and
JOHN COCKE,
And every passion held in due subjection,
taste of the English reader. As a wqrk to be < date hereof, and having made provision for costiveness and generally as the best family
Yet faults enough to keep her from perfection.
M
essrs
.
O.
&
S.
C
rosby.
GenU’
First find all this and thep make your selection. presented to an American reader, as a gener that purpose, hereby forbids all persons har medicine. Portsmouth, Aug. 1833.
am much indebted to you for your kinM
boring
or
supporting
any
of
said
paupers
on
JOSIAH
WEBSTER.
al
repository
of
information
and
entertain

When her you find no longer tarry—
JAMES HOBBS.
This may certify that my wife had been for in sending’me some of Dr. Judkins’Specii;
But take her by the hand and marry.
ment, in the most important and useful bran his account.
Wells, Dec. 16, 1834.
ly.
several years afflicted with a cough occasion Ointment—it has proved most valuable^
ches of knowledge, it may be rendered more
ally, and had a seated hard one, for two or my Son who has been for many years aft'
complete on many of the subjects of the high
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.
three months, so that she could not rest day ed with the Chilblains, and was obliged],
est interest, by the addition proposed. Facts
HE subscriber having contracted with or night, she obtained some relief from medi wear India Rubber Shoes, winters,until
Take the Bridge ; a temperance anec and events relating to this country—discove
ries and improvements of American origin,
the town of Lyman, to support Mary cine prescribed by an able Physician, yet she made use of this Ointment’, which has|»
dote.— At the formation of a Temperance
i was apparently rapidly going into a consump
and subjects arising out of our peculiar insti
Cousens,
for the year ensuing, hereby gives
ved an entire remedy. And it has prow
Society in an adjoining county to the one tutions and state of society, must necessarily
notice, that he has made suitable provision tion. While in this state I heard of Holman’s
which was the scene of this new effort, the be, in a great measure, excluded from a Mag for her, and forbids all persons harboring or Nature’s Grand Restorative, purchased one the best remedy for Sores and woundu
speaker illustrated his subject in the follow azine particularly adapted to the use of the trusting her on his account, as he will pay no bottle ; she began to be relieved, within a day every description that I ever made useof,.
or two from taking this, and in two weeks
Yours very Respectfully,
ingmanner:—Suppose there was an old people of Great Britain. These deficiencies bill for her support.
her cough was entirely cured, and for seven
PARLEY GODDARD.
JOSHUA DAVIS, Jun.
ferry boat plying across the Chatahoochee, it is the intention of the publishers to supply
months since she has enjoyed better health
Lyman, June 30,1835.
Worcester, Mass., April 8, 1834.
which had carried, it is true, many safe a- in the People’s Magazine, and this depart
than she has for a number of years before,
August 2, 1834.
cross, but which had dipped and drowned a ment of the work, consisting chiefly of ori
with no return of her cough. Not one whole
ginal articles, will be specially designed as a
great number of those who ventured in her;
Sold wholesale and retail by JOB!
HE subscriber having contracted with bottle was used. Rochester, May 23, 1833.
companion to the Penny Magazine, with a
and exacted moreover a heavy toll of every view of adapting it more fully to the situation
LILLIE, Kennebunk', Nathan Kendal
GERSHOM HORN.
lhe town of Kennebunk, to support the
passenger.
And suppose a new bridge and wants of the American reader. It will
poor of said town for one year, hereby gives
Alfred; Wm. C. Stimpson, & Co.lVo.lJl
VEGETABLE POWDERS.
were built across the same river, strong and take cognizance of subjects of Natural Histo- notice that he has made suitable provision
THESE Pofvders are a most valuable South Side, Faueuil Hall; Rogers,&Cij
firm,* where one could pass toll free—which . ry, originating on this continent, and particu for them at the Alms-House, and hereby composition for young or old, male or female. No. 78 and 79, Commercial Street
would you take, the old, leaky and danger larly in our own country—incidents in Amer forbids all persons harboring or trusting any They are useful and safe for violent colds, fe Brewer, & Brothers, No. 90 «nd92, W
ous ferry boat and pay the. toll, or take the ican History, American Biography, descrip of the Paupers of,said town on my account, vers, foul stomach, head-ache, jaundice, pain ington St. ; Maynard & Noyes, No, li
bridge and go over safe and toll free ? An tions of our great works of Public Improve or on account of the town, as I shall pay no in the stomach and bowels, dysentary, cholic, Cornhill, Boston.
ment, striking specimens of American Archi bill for their support.
loss of appetite, cold hands and feet, palpi
old man, who had been long in the habit of tecture, and useful discoveries of domestic
JAMES WARREN.
tation of the heart, rheumatism, female com
A REMEDY FOR
taking the boat, and had been dipped often origin. This portion of the work will be pre
Kennebunk, May 1, 1835.
ly.
plaints, caused by colds, and all kinds of hu
and again, and paid hundreds of dollars in pared with care, that it may be worthy of
.fïyBlŒUM: M!
mors.
OY & SON’S celebrated Scythes—also
toll, cried out, “ Take the bridge, my boys being received as a companion to the popular
HOLMAN’S BONE OINTMENT.
Snaths, Rakes, Rifles, &c. &c. for sale
—take the bridge—I have tried the boat.” work with which it is now united.
HIS Ointment stands at the head of all ITRHE excrutiat’mg pain—the decrepit
bv
WILLIAM
LORD.
The People’s and Penny Magazine will be
and deformity, and the premals
Charleston Observer.
remedies for the following diseases JL
illustrated with highly finished wood engra “July 2.
which human nature is heir to, viz. :—Rheu
<>ld age, which are the usual attendaolii
vings, and issued in monthly numbers, con
matism, both Chronic and inflammatory— this disorder, are suffered by mwwyW
WHAT TROUBLES THEM ?
taining 64 ‘pages each—the twelve numbers
Gout—Sprains—Bruises, and contracted Ten dispair of a cure, or disappointment ini
We have of late noticed, that in every equal to 2300 pages I common octavo. Each
ROPOSALS will be received by the sub dons of long standing.
efficacy of the numerous pretended antith
corner of the land the troubles of the ma number will be published simultaneously at
It discusses all tumors—renders stiff joints
scriber, until the first of September
kers and the dealers in ardent spirit, are Boston,- New York, Philadelphia, and Balti
limber by producing a healthy muscular ac used to effect this purpose. But those»!
next, for 1500 feet of Rocks, suitable to build
have made a fair trial of
multiplying around them. Many seem lit more.
tion.
an
abutment
for
Kennebunk
Bridge.
Said
The People’s Magazine will also be issued
erally to be in hot water ? What is the dif
It assuages pains in Boils and Abseses. Noth DR. J EBB’S CELEBRATED LINBffl
Rocks
to
be
landed
on
the
west
side
of
the
ing equals it in swelled and inflamed Breasts even in cases of long standing, andoi|
ficulty ? It can arise from no other cause separately from the Penny, in monthly num river, near the saw mill.
bers, of double the number of pages contain
in females if applied in its early stage, pre most severe character, have received cwii
than this : that the light has penetrated into ed in the present numbers, enlarged and im
NATH’L JEFFERDS.
vents suppuration or matter forming, and relief, and many have been cured inal.
their dens of impurity, and their deeds be proved, and each number neatly put up in a
Kennebunk, July 3,1835.
gives in all cases immediate ease from pain. days, some in 24 hours ! as a number
ing evil, will not bear exposure.
We do strong cover.
Certificates of this fact could be given if ne persons in Boston and vicinity, whom
not wonder at their trouble.
They have
The first number of the People’s will be is PAPER HANGINGS & BORDERS, cessary.
AN excellent assortment, this day received
formerly afflicted with the Rheum*
occasion for all they feel. An injured peo sued on the 1st of April next, and it is intend
This remedy is offered to the public with
by
D. REMICH.
ple are awaking to their rights and to their ed to issue the twelve numbers in such inter
the full assurance that it far excels the opo have very fully testified. CertificatesartKennebunk, June 5,1835.
duties ; and a voice is heard which must be vals, as toYiomplete the volume by the 1st of
deldocs and liniments of the present day, for the possession of the proprietor, proviogr
CHIMNEY board papers,
obeyed. It is of no use fdr those who are January next.
the above diseases.—A trial is only wanted most thorough and surprising ciiresl
The first number of the Penny, commenc
VARIETY of patterns. For sale by to give it the decided preference to every means of this powerful Liniment,w
engaged in the traffic to labor any longer to ing with a late number of the London edition,
D. REMICH.
thing else. Many physicians of eminence where other approved applicationsIdl
sustain themselves in it. It is a bad busi and with a regular volume, will be issued in
June 20.
have used this ointment and extol its merits. terly failed. The Liniment is also!!
ness, and the sooner they give it up all the connexion with the People’s, commencing
CERTIFICATE.
ELLOW CORN for sale by
with success for bruises, sprains, numte
better for them, as well as for the country. with No. I., on the 1st May next, and the
I the undersigned certify that my daugh stiffness of the joints, chilblains, &c.
MILLER & HALL.
And another thing the man who does right succeeding numbers will appear at intervals,
ter aged 7 years was violently attacked with
July 16, 1835.
Price 50 cents a bottle.
voluntarily, is more to be commended than so as to complete the volume of twelve num
a pain in her knee, which caused the muscles
he who clings with a death-grasp to what he bers, by the 1st of January next. The Penny
ff/^None are genuine unless sign*
WEW
OOODS.
to
contract
so
as
to
draw
the
leg
under
her
Magazine may be obtained separately from
knows is wrong, and is only dragged away
ILLIAM LORD has just received an similar to a person kneeling—we became a- the outside printed wrapper by the»
the People’s.
from it by the most strenuous efforts.
assortment of New Goods, which are larmed for her fate—were recommended to prietor,T. Kidder, immediate sim
A specimen of the Penny Magazine is giv
offered for sale on the most reasonable terms.
try “ Holman’s Bone Ointment,” it was im to the late Dr. W. T. Conway. Ford|
en with No. 26 of the People’s. Either
Kennebunk, July 1, 1835.
mediately procured and applied,—and to my at his Counting Room, over No.99, &
Fragments.—Tell me not of alcoholic or all the previous numbers of both works,
astonishment, speedy relief was obtained, and street, near Concert Hall, Boston,andi
strength ; I will show you the enfeebled supplied at subscription price.
ORN for sale by
in a very short time the muscles were so re
Subscribers to the People’s Magazine, wrho
limb—the tottering frame—the stumbling
WILLIAM LORD.
laxed that the limb became perfectly re by his special appointment, by
have
paid
the
publishers,
and
have
not
re

foot--the trembling hand—the final gasp,
July 3.
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
stored.—1829.
ceived all the numbers due, can be supplied
and the unsightly corpse.
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-^
ROBERT GURNEY.
free of charge, on application to them, post
NOTICE.
Tell me not of alcoholic joy and pleasure, paid. Also, all those persons who subscribed
Portsmouth, N. H. 1831.
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
FOUND in my Stable a short time since,
I will bid you listen to the dying groan and and paid the agents in Cincinnati, for the first
Vegetable Elixir, or Rheumatic Drops.
a
Broadcloth
Surtout,
which
I
suppose
sigh-witness the ulcer’s gnaw, the bitter volume, or any authorized agent, for either
was accidentally left there by some person.THIS ELIXIR is useful in all cases of
pain if taken inwardly or applied ex
anguish and the lightning pain,, that stops volume, shall be supplied with all the defi The owner can have it by paving for this ad
cient numbers, on application to the publish vertisement.
ternally.
the breath.
ANDREW LUQUES.
In cases of common head-ache, bathe the
Tell md not of alcoholic mincl ; I will ers, enclosing a remittance for the third vol
Kennebunk-port, July 3, 1835.
N all ages of the world a beautiful he»
head and snuff it up the nose ; it will gener
show you the broken calculation, the waver ume, post paid.
hair has been considered the grfeatei
Terms.—For the People’s and Penny Mag
ally relieve in a few minutes. Hold some in
nament ever bestowed by nature upon
ing purpose, the defeated plan, the consu azine together, two dollars andfifty cents for
the mouth for the tooth-ache, then wet cot
npHIS beautiful and thor- ton-wool and put it on the tooth ;it will gen human frame, and indispensably necessar
med estate, the stammering tippler, and the twelve monthly numbers, put up in beautiful
the perfection of personal beauty. Itisa?
A
ough
bred
young
Blood
speechless lunatic.
style.
erally relieve in a short time.
general complaint of young persons, tlia®
Horse, is of an elegant dark
O tell me not of alcoholic morality : I
For the People’s only, as described above,
When the joints are swelled or pained with hair is falling off or becoming dry*
Chesnut color, with a star, Rheumatism, rubbing them with this elixir
will point you to the gambler and profane, one dollar. For the Penny only, as described
black main, tail and legs, both hind feet par will relieve the pain and bring down the healthy ; this may be owing to theapfabove,
one
dollar
and
fifty
cents.
the breaches of holy time, the quarrel and
tion of improper and injurious oils, orwffjr’Payments in all cases in advance, or tially white below the pastern joints. He swelling. When a joint is strained, by bathing
the duel, the theft and murder, the blasphe
entire neglect of the hair. WithotilR
was
6
years
old
in
June
last
;
15
hands
high
;
the most undoubted reference.
it with’ this Elixir the pain will be removed,
my and suicide, to close the scene !
with a great share of bone and muscle. His the swelling taken down, and the strength attention, diseases of the hair willarise(^
SAMUEL COLMAN,
are often found to occasion thinness,;
11 Who hath wo
But I forbear.
Grandsire was the unrivalled horse American restored.
Successor to Lilly, Wait fy Co.
ing off, and frequently total baldnessJ
Eclipse, that was sold the last season, at the
Forbear ; Is it not alcohol, that weighs
Boston, February, 1835.
People troubled with weakness and pain in these evils and the necessary inconveni®*
age of 20 years, for $10,000, and now stands their backs, may be cured by bathing with
the whole mail down towards final perdi
attending them, Ward’s Vegetable B«
in Dinwiddie County,* Virginia, for the use of this Elixir two or three times a day.
tion, and fills the firmament of heaven with
STRAY OX.
will be found in all cases a sure remedy’
mares,
at
$100
the
season.
His
Dam
by
the
TRAYED from the pasture of Benjamin
In cases of pain in the stomach or bowels, fore offering this Oil to the public itbad^
dark and portentous clouds, which shut out
celebrated
M
organ
H
orse. She would trot
Harmon in Kennebunk, on Thursday
by taking from half to a whole table spoonful
his vision from the ineffable glory and bliss
a mile in two minutes and forty five seconds, or by bathing the parts affected, the pain will tried in hundreds of cases of baldness,d
16th inst. a red ox, five years old, white hind
above : yea “ Weaves the winding sheet of
nessand falling off of the hair and i«®'
and
fifteen
miles
an
hour,
with
ease
;
and
is
soon be removed.
instance its salutary effectshave beeiir^
souls, and folds them in the urn of everlast feet and a white star in his forehead. Any now valued high for a brood mare.
person who will return said ox to the subscri
Vegetable Bitters.
to admiration. It has never failed topr^
LORD CABOT
ing death ?”
ber, who has the care of said pasture, or give
This preparation is calculated to correct a new and beautiful growth on headsa^
Christians ! What is the contrast be information so that he may be obtained, shall Will be at Mr. Gordon’s Stable in Saco, the
present Season, ready to wait upon visitors, the bile and create an appetite, by restoring bald, and to check that falling off
tween the effects of ardent and the Holy be suitably rewarded by
at the usual low price of Seven Dollars, the digestive powers ; and may be freely used often occurs. In cases where it become^
Spirit. The former puffs up, corrupts, de
WILLIAM JACOBS.
to insure a foal. All Mares disposed of with both as a restorative and to prevent disease. and ceases to grow, this Oil will very
Kennebunk, July 23,1835.
bases and destroys : the latter humbles, pu
ffjr’The above medicines are prepared render it healthy and produce a rapid i
in a year, will be charged as with foal.
rifies, elevates and saves. Can both oper
and for sale by CHARLES HOLMAN, Pen beautiful growth, without the least injuf
HENRY
RHODES,
Groom.
STRAY HORSE.
ate together ?
hallow street, Portsmouth, N. H. where may the most delicate head ; nor does any f^
Saco, March, 1835.
AME into the inclosure of the subscriber,
be
found a general assortment of vegetable off follow after using it. Thatlossow
We the undersigned having known Lord
on Wednesday morning last, a white
A good step.—The members of the New
medicines,
and also by the following gen which so often takes place after sickness®Cabot, from a colt, do without hesitation pro
Horse, apparently about 13 years old. The
tlemen :—At Kennebunk, by Danie] Remich ; be easily prevented by using this ceh#
ark Trades’ Union have adopted a resolu
owner of said Horse is requested to prove nounce him a first rate, thorough bred horse, at Wells, by Joseph Wilson ; at Great Falls, Oil. In short no Oil has everbeel)*1
tion, and are carrying it into full operation— property, pay charges and take him away.
and well deserving the patronage of the pub
by Timothy Walcott, (General Agent,) Ste to the public that gives such universal®®
that they will not treat to any strong drink,
lic.
Rufus Banks,
JAMES STEVENS
phen Wingate and R. Bradford ; Dover, J. faction and stands the test of experience»
S
tephen
L
ittlefield
,
or be treated by their friends—that they
Kennebunk, July 23,1835.
H. Wheeler and Asa A. Tufts; Portland, Ward’s Vegetable Hail Oil.
Jere. Millikin.
will use diligent exertions to avoid and dis
For sale by
JOHN JLILLI^
David Griffith.
SIX
MONTHS
IN
A
CONVENT.
April
4.
4m,
continue a practice, which is at once expen
Kennebun
k,
April
25,1835.
_______ .
***All directions signed in the hand wri
sive and pernicious. We hope this praise
FURTHER supply of the above, just re
J^UCIFER MATCHES’ for saleby^
ALLETS, a great variety, for sale bv ting of the proprietor.
worthy example will be followed by the me
ceived and for sale by D. REMICH.
CHARLES HOLMAN.
D. REMICH»
chanics of other places.—Trades? Union.
June 27.
June 27.’
January 1,1835.
eowly.
June 27.
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